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PREFACE 

President Reagan's star wars speech unfolding bis 

plans for a new defense strategy that will alter the basic 

concepts of nuclear strategy developed over the past three 

decades, is as historic as Sir Winston Churchill's 1946 

FUlton speech of ••iron curtain•• ushering in the colo war, 

and President Kennedy's proclamation of US determination to 

lane a man on tbe moon. Neither of tbe earlier speeches, 

however, bae the ominous implications tor humanity that 

Reagan's announcement has. SDI represents a shift from 

Mutual Assured Destruction to Mutual Assured SUrvival 

which signifies a chan&e from detei·ring a nucle·ar war to 

waging, wining and surviving one. 

FOr the last 20 years tbe assumption on bow to 

maintain nuclear peace has been based on basic idea. And 

the idea has been that one should have the capacity to 

retaliate a nuclear attack and inflict an unacceptable damage 

to the aggressor. Tbis bas been in fact a preconoition and 

an essential prerequisite to maintain. nuclear peace. However, 

witb the President's 23rd March speech, a big question mark 

has been ~Xlt on tbe wbole concept of MAD. Now the Americans 

are talking about the possibility of maintainin& nuclear 

peace by means of an enhanced ability to deter war through 

an increasing capability to defend against attack. Therefore, 
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this so called •star wars• is going to usher in a revolutionary 

change in the world strategic scenario. This work of mine is 

a mild attempt to unfold the various dimensions of Strategic 

Defense Initiative and help in understanding tbe world 

strategic scenario in context of changing focus from MAD to 

MAS. 

The first chapter of this dissertation deals with the 

vs.rious comp.~lsions -- political as well as militaey -- which 

helped in tbe fo~ulation of this idea. In the same ver,y 

chapter an attempt has also been made to trace the early BMD 

programme of both the SUper Powers. 

The second chapter deals with the SDI technologies 

ana its feasibility. 

The third chapter concentrates mainly on the political 

aspect of tbe SDI i.e. its impact on the NATO alliance and the 

response of three major members of the western Alliance -

Britain, France and west Germany. 

Final~, in the concluding part, some inferences have 

been drawn about the iwpact of SDI on the world strategic 

scenario. 

Most of the relevant source materials at band - primary, 

as well as secondary - as far as possible have been consulted 

tor this work. The methodology is h.istorical-anal3tical. 

1 take this opportunity to acknowledge m,y great 

indebtaess to Professor T.T.roulose, ~ esteemed supervisor 
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<i.Q~er - I 

INT.RODUC'~.ION AND HISl'ORlCAL BAO<GROUND 

In his 23 March, 1983 address to the nation, President 

Ronald Reagan announced the concept of strategic Defmce 

Initiative (SDI) popularly known as .. Star wars... Its purpose, 

ao::ording' tO the Americ:an President, ~ ia the potential of 

newly emerging technologies to support an effective defense 

against ballistic missiles in order to stren9tht11 American 

security and that of its allies. 

What if the free peiDple could live secure 
in the lalowle<i;le that their security did 
not rest upon the threat of instant u.s. 
retaliation to deter a .soviet attack, that 
we could intercept and destroy strategic 
Ballistic Missiles before they reached 
our own soil or that of our allies.l 

With the inception of the nuclear age. the distinction 

between offense and defense, a typical characteristic of 

the period of convmtional war.fare, appeared to be a thing 

of the past• Bemard Brodie, one of the leading pioneers 

of nuclear strategic thought in 1946 said, •there is no 

defence against the Bomb.• 2 

-----
l 

2 

President Konald Reaydll, Address to the Nation on 
Uefense and National Security, 23 March 1983. 
Public .-apers of the Pref~ents of the Unite,2 
~tat_g (washington, 1984), P._4~1 

Robert H.-Lawrence, §tr~S:SQic..R,!fen£! Initiative 
Centre for Space Law and Policy;-1London,l987),p.3. 
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Brodie rightly beliered that no defense to protect 

various soft targets oould work against a nuclear attack 

precisely because of its characteristics of being sudden, 

enormous and indiscriminate destruction. 

since the atomic bombardment of the two cities of 

Japan- Hiroshima and Nagasaki - the concept that the 

nuclear deterrence and not the nuclear defense that is 

needed to maintain nuclear peace has come to stay. such 

a policy re::auires that a nation seeks to deter a nuclear 

attack by (1) building nuclear retaliatory forces that 

could not be destroyed by an enemy• s first strike and 

(ii) crsiibly promising that a first strike would be 

followed by a nuclear retaliatory counter attack SJ.rpassing 

in horror any loss and any possible gain anticipated by 

the initiator. 3 

In the early phase of Cold War, the Americans had 

technological superiority in the nuclear destructive 

capacity. The &::>v iets had the power to cripple the USA 

in the first strike but the Americans had the capacity to 

absorb the First Strike and then to retaliate and destroy 

3 Lawrence, n.2, p.4. 
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the &>v iets. Robert McNamara in fact, termed the us 

nuclear capacity in early 60s as AL~ Dest~.!2.Uo! 

Howe.rer, s:>on the Soviets caught up. From then onwards 

the United States and the f:Dv iet Union ·could be seen as 

"two scorpions in a bottle .. , both ilmlobilized by virtue 

of their antagonist's fatal power. 4 In light of the 

sov iets• increasing capability to match the American 

nuclear power, McNamara• s Assured Destruction theory was 

transfonned into Mutual Assured Destf!:!.ction or ~.5 In 

its classic form, MAD is the capacity to inflict an 

unaeceptable degree of damage upon any aggressor even 

after absorbing a surprise first strike. 6 

For the last 20 years the assumption on how to 

maintain nuclear peace was based on one basic idea. And 

the idea has been that one should have the capacity to 

retaliate a nuclear attack and inflict an unacceptable 

damage to the aggresoor. This was in fact a precondition 

and an essential prerequisite to maintain nuclear peace. 

"w>~e ace EPted the notion th,at if both we and the &Jv iet 

-------
4 Ibid., p.S. 

5 .Ibid., p.S. 

6 Alain c. Enthoven and K. vlayne smith's, How Much is 
~h : Shaping ~ Defense Program, !9"61-1969 
{New York, 1971), p.l74. 
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Union were able to retaliate with devastating power eren 

after absorbing a first strike that stable deterrence would 

endure•. 7 Thus the advocates of the doctrine of Mutual 

Assured Destruction hold steadfast to their opinion that 

MAD alone ste1Pilises the strateJic situation between the 

two super powers. However, the American President Ronald 

Reagan, in his speooh of 23 March 1983, has argued that 

StrateJic Defense .Initiative would provide a doctrine of 

Mutual Assured SUJ:V iv §.! (MAS) • He has gone further to 

say that SJ.ch a doctrine would render nuclear weapons 

obsolete. The President called upon •the scientific 

community J.n our country, those who gave up nuclear weapons, 

to tum their great talents now to the cause of mankind 

and world peace to give us the means of rendering these 

nuclear weapons impotent and obsolete • .a Thus there has 

been a clear cut policy shift in the us stratEgic doCtrine 

$ince 1983. Now they are talking about the possibility 

of maintaining peace by means of an enhanced ability to 

deter war through an increasing capability to defend against 

attack. 'l~he focus has shifted from M..W to MA.s. 

-------
Ronald Reagan, •The Presidents strata.;J ic Defense 
Initiative ' Presidential Foreward•, Departmenu.£ 
state Bull et!,n, March 1985, P• 65. 

8 Reagan, n.l,p. '-141. 
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~_!~s of the Ide,s 

The concept of star wars was neither the creation 

of Pentaf:jon nor that of the MIC (Military Industrial 

Complex). It was in fact the brain child of the president 

himself on the advise of Edward Teller. The Secretary of 

state (at that time General Alexander M.Haig) affirmed 
-tht 

it 1 ~e a speech ~es.made without consulting the Pentagon ' 

•1 know the aftermath the next day in Penta:~on where they 

were all rushing around saying, what the hell is strategic 

defense. • 9 The ~int Chiefs of Staff had made no recomrn-

endation and the US NATO Allies were neither consulted 

nor informed. This is again testified by the statement of 

George Keyworth, the President • s Science Adviser. He said, 

•This was not a speech that came up. It was a top cbwn 

speech --- that came from the President• s heart'! 10 

During the Republican !1arty campaign in 1980, 

Reagan was shown around the North American Defence Command 

(NORAO), an arcane inside a mountain in Colorado General 

James Hill· The then Commander-in-Chief had deroonstra.ted 

-----
9 rlilliam J.Broact. •.&{eagan• s Star ~rs Bid, weapons 

in SpacEVThe Origin of Star ~rs .. , ,!ie~ York~g, 
(New York) , 4 March 19 85 • 

10 E.P.Thompson and Ba4thompson, Star wars....!. self 
Destruct ln£Qfl2Qrsted (Lonoon, 1985) , p.4. 
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NORAD 1 s al>ility to track countless objects in space and 

provide early warning of attacks against the continental 

united states. .t:iresident Reagan l:'esponded that it 

seemed ironiC that the Am&ican technology can do all of 

these things, yet they cannot stop any weapons that al:'e 

coming to them. 

NOR.AD is an amazing place. They actually 
are tracking several thousand objects in 
space, satellites of ours and e1 eryone 
e1 se• s er en down to the point that they are 
tr ackiny a ylov e lost by an astronaut 
that is still cixcling the earth up there. 

I think the thing that struck me was the 
irony that there, with this great techno
logy of ours, we can do all this yet we 
cannot stop any of the weapons that are 
coming at us, I don't think there has been 
a time in histol:'y when there was not a 
ciefense, a defense against some kind of 
thrust, even back in the old fashioned 
days when he had coast artillerl that 
would stop ships if they came. l 

Mr.Reagan' s sentiments were in step with those of 

the Republican Party, which in its platform, adopted on 

15 July, 1980, called for vigorous research and development 

of an effective anti-ballistic missile system. It also 

called for new offensive missiles and an overall military 

and technoloyical superiority over soviet Union. 12 However, 

----------------
ll Robert Scheer, !£!-th Ehouyh Shovels {New York, 1982) 

p.l04. 

12 Broaa, n.9, 
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The idea of stratEgic Defense Initiative popularly known 

as star wars did not come as a bolt out o.f blue. There 

were definite lobbies working behind the s::ene. These 

lobbies did not in fact command massive and irresistible 

interests. Their point of influerx::e lay precisely in 

their access to the President and in the way in W'lich they 

were able to feed his fantasies and to massage his sense 

of ideological mission.13 'I'he JOOst prominent among these 

was the lobby led by Biward Teller, the founder of Lawrerx:e 

Livermore Laboratory. i<onald l<eac;an had visited the 

Livermore Laboratory, when he was the governor of California 

and from here his association with Dr .Edward Teller b~an. 

Besides being the founder of Lawrerx::e Livermore Laboratory, 

he is a menber of Herz Board and the group meeting at the 

Herit~e ~~oundation. Reayan selected as his personal 

s::iel)ce adviser, Dr.George Keyworth, a nuclear physicist 

strongly endorsed by Dr .l'eller. 

Research at the weapon laboratories most notably 

Livermore and Sandi a, was de~ eloping exotic new lasers 

and particle beam technolo;J ies. Dr.Teller 

13 Thompsen and BenthompsOn, n .10, P• 4. 
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calls them the third generation weapons. For decades 

Teller has been intere,~ted. in technologies that could 

defend the United ~tates from ::;ov iet nuclear weapons. It 

would be wonderful, he wrote 1n • 'l'he Le;Jacy of Hirosh.ima'-

1962 11 if we could shoot d::>wn approaching missiles before 

they coUld <iestroy a target 1n the United ~tates• • 14 If 

third generation weapons are feasible, they could free 

the country from the legacy of Hiroshima which 'l'eller had 

helPed create in the New Mexico desert on 14 Nov enber, 

1980. 15 

The technological de.relopments weDe watched closely 

by a group of influential scientists, aerospace executives 

and retired military officers who began to meet in washin;Iton 

D. c. at the Heritage Foundation. Their conmon goal was to 

formulate a plan for creating a national system of defense. 

However, by the end of 1981 this group split into two. One 

faction was of course led by Dr. Teller ana the other by 

General Graham· 

14 

15 

The group ·split over differing visions of how to 

Broaci, n .9, 

Gary L.Guertner, Donald M. Snow, Th~ L!J!t .FrQntier -
.611--AQ~is of the strftegi£_Defmse Itlatlve
(washin9ton u.c., 1986 , p.l?. 
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c~ry out the task of Space.based defense, .Mr.Bendetsen, 

Dr.Teller and Reagan• s kitchen cabinet separated into a 

small group to investigate rophisticated proposals that 

would reqUire much research before being ready to use, 

while General Graham and his group known formally as High 

Frontier emPhasized systems that could be built primarily 

16 
off the shelf· 

Another factor in the split according to General 

Graham was that Dr.Teller insisted on the inclusion of 

third generation weap:>ns. 11He wanted very much to live 

in the nuclear option:' the general said, •the man is 

carrying a load and has taken a lot of abuse as the father 

of H.bomb. Now he wants to see nuclear technology turn 

out to be the answer in the opposite direction to save 

the westem world. "11 

Grdham• s High Frontier lobby put forward the 

proposal of a three layerea. defense. ~eneral Graham also 

argued for the replacement of MAD {Mutual Assured Destru

ction} with the strate;~y of MAS (Mutual Assured survival). 

Although the High Frontier proposals were investigated 

------
16 Broad, n .9 • 

11 Ibid. 
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by the Pentayon and also by the Conyressional Office of 

Technology Assessment, they were rejected by both. 

Howerer, it did not disoou~e the President. He continued 

to cite the High Frontier report, which he er idently found 

to be ideologically nutritious, with its Space-fie 

diagrams. its elaborate layerea defences and its homely 

promise of MAs. 18 

lh! Political Com2ulsions 

As the state of politics goes today, perhaps the 

first and the forem::>st duty of a political executive is 

not the security of the nation but to ensure the security 

of his own political future. President Reagan is, of 

course, not an exception. 

Perhaps, two notable factors which led to the 

conception of the idea of strate;J ic Defense :Initiative 

were' 

( 1) The Freeze Movement. 

( 2) Debate on MX basing. 

Thou~h, like any other nation, America was als:> 

bothered about its security, yet until l980 the American 

18 Thomps:m and B~thompson, n.lO, r:p.a-9. 
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worry had not become very pronounced. In the election 

canpaign of 1980, Ronald Reagan, and the Comnittee on 

the ~resent Danger, througb cthe notion of the Window of 

Y!!!!!er$1Rili:!:I awoke then and made them realize that the 

American security was not impre;Jnable. 'l'he Window of 

Vulnerability was intended to scare Americans into 

supposing that there was a hole in their skies, a hole 

left there by the ne;Jl.ig ence of President Carter -

through ~ich they might expect soviet ICBMs to enter 

at any moment. 19 The &Jv iets might launch a first strike 

and would destroy all the Titans and Minutemen in their 

silos, thereby disarming America and making retaliation 

impossible. 20 It is in this context that President Reagan 

declared that the SALT II had been flatly floated because 

of strate;Jic imbalance and went ahead with the idea of 

strate;,ic Defense Initiative in order to close the window 

of vulnerability. 

This sudien se:1se of insecurity undoubtedly 

contributed to the strength of the American Freeze 

l-bvement and to the astonishing speed with which it 

----------------
19 Ibid., p.lO • • 

20 Ibid., p.lO • 
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spread• By Nov ember of 1982 the tide had reached the 

point where the freeze had been placed as an issue on 

the ballat of 10 or 11 states and had been carried in 

all but one. AJI)Ong the States voting • yes• to the 

freeze was the President• s own California and the state 

concerned contained over one quarter of the population 

of the USA· Senators and Congress persons were 

receiving heavy mail from their constituents and, in 

con sequence voting ~ainst certain military appropria

tions. Opinion polls showed a majority for the freeze 

among Republican votees. 21 

'I'he freeze movement was organised and made 

articulate by a staunch peace roovanent, with international 

loyalties and with altruistic concerns. The us Catholic 

bishops in their carefully argued pastoral letter of 

I-4ovember 1982 have chaJ:acterized the ooctrine of MAD 

(Mutual Assured Destruction) as both insane and inmoral. 

It was insane because to implement it would mean global 

suicide and it was immoral because it premised the 

security of each side on the threat to kill tens .of 

------
21 Ibid., p.1S. 
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millions of people on the other side. The promise of SDI 

is that it accepts these condemnations of MAD and pmvides 

a direct answer, howerer, radical it may appear to be. 

Its very e1. Eg anc e can be seen in five simple phrases that 

capture its sense ' 

( i) SDl is defense, not offense, relying on 

protection against attack rather than the real 

threat of mass annibilation. 

( ii) It will be non-nuclear. 

(iii) It will be deployed in space and not on the 

American SJ il. 

(iv) It can 1 ead to the elimination (reduction) of 

offensive nuclear weaPOns, thus ending the 

tyranny of MAD and as a bonus restoring the us 

broad ocean barrier to attack. 

(v) Finally it will be produced through the 

ing enu it y and skill of us high t e::hnol og y. 22 

The President at the Press Conference on 14 December, 

l982 all~ ed that the land based missiles were becoming 

22 Robert E.Hunter, •soi Return to Basics•, ~shingtoe. 
uuart@.z, rJinter 1986, pp.l56-l57. 
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increasingly obsolete because .. we have stayed static and 

have not improved in the last 15 years in any of our 

missiles ... 23 'l'he President asserted that it had opened a 

window of vulnerability for the United states. In fact 

within the last 15 years the United States had deployed 

three new types of strateJ ic ballistic missiles. {Poseidon, 

Minutenan III and 'l'r ident I) and two new types of bomber

launched missiles (the short-range missile, SRAM, and the 

air launched cruise missiles .ALCM ) - a total of some 

2,900 new missiles. 24 

'l'he n.epublicans during the 1980 election campaign 

had made extensive propaganda that the soviets were 

deploying thousands of ICBM warheads ao:::urate enough to 

threaten their fixed silos. Howar er, the concept of window 

of vulnerability and about the soviet accuracy to destroy 

the American missile Silos were all hypothetical. 

Minuteman• s vulnerability - on paper is premised on the 

soviets obtaining a deployed accuracy of 0.14 nautical 

mile circular error probability or better. 25 In the words 

23 Christopher Paine, .. MX : 'l'oo Dense for Congress .. , 
'l'he Bulletin of the Atomic soientists, Feb.l983,p.5. 

24 Ibid.: . , 

25 Christopher Paine, .. aunning in Circles with the MX", 
'l'he Bulletin o& Atomic §Cientistsc Dec.l98l, p. 6. 
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of lin Miller, Chief of the Ballistic Missile System 

Branch of the Defense Intelliyency N;,Jency, •with today• s 

force they do not have an acceptable PK (Probability of 

Kill) capability.•26 The perception of the window of 

vulnerability of the us strateJ ic community is linked to 

its obsession with the soviet landbased missile force 

and its perceived ability to take out the us land based 

force in a first strike because of the multiple warheads• 

The US has 1,052 landl:>ased missiles with about 2, 100 

warheads• The soviets have some 1, 400 landbased missiles 

with more than 5,000 warheads· The Americans argue that 

the SJv iet could aisarm their entire land based missile 

force by using about 3,000 warheads at the rate of three 

per silo to assure destruction of each missile and still 

be left with 2,000 warheads in landbased missiles. 

However, this is not the whole picture. Only one 

fourth of the US arsenal is in lanabased missiles. If 

the soviets were to carry out a first strike they would 

spena nearly 40 percent of their somewhat snaller 

strate;,ic arsenal to take out 25 percent of us arsenal. 

That wouldleave us with three-fourths of its larger 

26 Ibid •. 
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arsenal (50 percent in sulxnarine based missiles and 25 

percent on bombers)# while the soviet Union would have 

20 percent of its arsenal in Slbmarine-borne missiles,. 

5 percent on its bombers and 35 percent on land. This is 

not advantageous to the soviet Union# especially when 

its submarines have to pass through narrow sea passages 

that are continuously m:mitored by the us. 27 

The panecea for all these hypothetical threats 

was the mobile MX Missile with its ao:urate warheads. It· 

has always bem one of .t{ea.gan' s favourite themes and 

had featured in his first election campaign. But as s.>on 

as he was elected as President he found that he had 

bouyht a problem for himself. There was absolutely no 

consmsus on its basing IOOde. As explained by se::::retary 

Weinberger in his testim:>ny# Reagan's solution to the 

conendrum of MX basing is two fold· First# place the 

first 36 missiles in the silos vacated by the retirement 

of the dangerously antiquated 1 iquid.- fuell e:1 Titan II 

missiles, and harden these silos to a theoretical 5#000 

pounds per s;auare inch. Then decide by 1984 among 

------
27 K .~brahrnanyam, •The star vJars Delusion", in 

steren AnZovin, ed., ~star wars Debat~ (New 
York, 1986}, vol.58, No.1# pp.l9l-l92. 
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three-options for deployment of the remainin& 64 missiles 

in 1988-89. ln the Reagan admi:nistra.tion •s view, the 

pr1m&I7 options are 1 continuous air borae patrol, an 

AEK defense of silo based-missiles, and deployment ·in 

survivable locations under &round. A fourth possibility 

vas also mentioned by Weinberger in testimony - basing in 

tunnels drilled into the south side of Mesar where the 

missile would presumablY be immune from soviet missile 

fired over the North fble. 28 

In fact all the proposals for MX basing mede 

were criticised by the supporters of his own -window of 

vulnerability" gospel. After the debate on the mode of 

MX basing, it was realised that the defences against 

ICBMs must be extended right through tbe whole arc of 

their fli&bt from the moment of blast-off and not be 

confined to their terminal phase. They must be carried 

into space and in Caspar Weinberger's words, "engage 

ballistic missiles and warheads aloni their entire launch

to-impact trajectories.'~ Thlls this debate on the MX. 

basing mode gave a bi& thrust to the concept of Strategic 

Defence Initiative. 

28 

29 

Paine, n.24, p.s. 
Caspar Weinber&er, Annual Report to Congress Fiscal 
Year 19~ (1984), p.l93. 
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He was bothered at that time not only about 

getting MX through the Congress but also with the bishops• 

pastoral letter and the freeze movement. The MX on the 

one side and the bishops and the freeze on the other were 

always at logy e.rheads. ~f he favoured the MX, the bishops 
-J-ree'2.e 

and the/ advocates would knock it down. On the other hand, 

if he pacified the biEilops and the freeze movement, one 

of his favourite themes of his 1980 election campaign -

the MX project could not have been implanented and the 

•window11 would have remained vulnerable. Thus the most 

important political challenge of the day was how to contain 

the MX as well as bishops and the freezer~ and also to 

get himself re-elected, when the Democrats were trying to 

woo his own voters by supporting the freeze. The 

President got away with all these through his novel idea 

of Strate9ic Defence Initiative. Through his SDI he 

offered the perturbed Amer.icans an impregnable shield far 

more secure than the freeze. He wrested the moral crozier 

from the bishops and rEgained high ground of homiletics. 

'L'he President asked ; 

Nevertheless, it will still be necessary to 
rely on the specter of retaliation, on mutual 
threat. And that• s a sad conrnentary on the 
human condition. Would. not it be better to 
save lives than to avenge them130 

30 Reagan, n.l, p. '-tLt'l.· 
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Meanwhile he could go ahead with Trident, ~ershing, 

Cruise, and MK since he had to keep the SN iets out of the 

window until he could get the shield called, the strate;Jie 

Defense Initiative. 

Studies i'ollowin9 the Prgident• s SJ?e§£!:! 

Presidential National security study Directive 6-83 

(NSSU 6-83) called for the Defence Department to study and 

repc:>rt on how such a research and der elopment programne 

might be shaped. 31 Two study groups were constituted by the 

Department of Defense for this purpose, one to examine the 

technolc:gy necessary for ballistic missile defmse (BMD), 

the other to assess the strate;J ic and arms control policy 

implication of BM.J • The technology study group, called 

the Defensive Technologies Study was headed by Dr.James 

Fletcher, former head of the National Aeronautics and 

Space J¥iministration ( NA.SA) • The Committee consisted of 

50 defense scientists and engineers and called on the 

technicdl aid of hundreds of individuals from academia 

and industry. It prepared a Report on .. Eliminating the 

Threat Po sed by Nuclear Ballistic Mi. ssile". J_4-;. became 

31 Ballistic Missile Defense TechnolQgies, Congress 
of the United States, Office of Technology Assess
mmt (washington, D.c., 1985), p.37. 
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known as Fl echer Panel .Report. The other panel making 

a study on the policy implications of .BMD was chaired by 

Fred Hoffman, the Director of Pan Heuristics; a policy 

•think tank" based in Los Angeles. This Future security 

StratEgy Study Team produced a report entitled, •Ballistic 

Missile Defense and us .National security•. 

~ Fletcher and the Hoffman Report s 

The Defensive Technoloyies Study Team (DTST) opened 

the body of its summary report with a rhetorical question. 

What has happened to justify another e.raluation of ballistic 

missile defense as a basis for a major change in strattgy?"32 

The answer provided by the Panel is a technological break

through that can now intercept and destroy the ballistic 

missile right from its point of launch to the terminal 

point i.e. throughout its entire ballistic trajectory. 

The President reiterated on 28 DECerrt>er, 1984 s 

We accepted the notion that if both we 
and the Soviet Union are able to retaliate 
with devastating power e1 en after abg>rbing 
a first strike, that stahl e deterrence 
would endure. That rather novel concept 
seemed at the time to be sei•sible for two 

32 Donald L.Hofner, .. Assessing the President• s Vision 1 
The Fletcher, Miller and Hoffman Panels•, 
DAEDALUS, vol.I, Spring 1985, p.93. 
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rearons. First, the Soviets stated that 
they believed that .both sides should have 
roughly equal forces and neither side 
should seek to alter, the balance to gain 

·unilateral adVantage. S~nd, there did 
not seem to be any alternative. The state 
of the art in defensive systems did not 
permit an effective defensive system. 

Today both of these basic assumptions are 
being called into question. The pace of 
the S:Wiet offensive and defensive build 
up has upset the balance in the areas of 
greatest importance during a crisis. 
Furthermore, new technologies are now 
at hand which may malte po ssJ.ble a truly 
effective non-nuclear defense. 33 

The panel looked into infrared laser and radar 

sensors for tracking missiles high in space, at high speed 

projectiles and powerful laser and particle beams for 

intercepting missiles inmediately after they were launched. 

The Defensive Technologies study Team also concluded that .. 
the most effective systems for B.l'lD would be the use of 

multiple layer S• It said that a series of moderately 

effective layers could be rrore effective and therefore 

reliable. 'l'he report noted that if each layer in a three

tired syst~ allowed even 10 percent of its targets to 

leak through, the overall leakage rate for the whole 

defense system would be only 0.1 percent. 34 Finally it 

-- DISS 

33 .Reagan, n.?, p. ~5 • 358.174 
AI117St ) <""N7 

34 Hofnf!l:, n.32, p.94. 
IIi II II :I I IIIII ii I IIIII 1111:1 IIIII 
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concluded •JX'J an optimistic note that although enorroous 

hurdles remain, the technological advan:: es of the past 

t\olo decades e:how great promise for ballistic mi ~sile 

defense. It reconunended that a vigorous research and 

dEW el.opment programne be pur sued· The Hoffman panel had 

little or nothing to say what strateJY and se::urity might 

look like in a world of nearly perfect defenses. Their 

silence on this point was perhaps unavoidable, given 

their views of the soviet Union• s strate:~ic objective as 

"domination of the Eurasian periphery". The preferred 

roode in exploiting their military po'tler is to apply it 

to deter, influence, coerce - in short, to control other 

states. Following this view 'to its logical conclusion, 

the panel concluded that the ~v iets would make vigorous 

efforts to defeat any us defenses. 35 

what the Hoffman panel proposed were progressive 

stages of defense deployments, startillg' most. imrnsliately 

with anti-tactical ballistic missile (ATBM) defense for 

Europe, based upon available te::hnolO;Jies for terminal 

def ense• The next stage of defense build up would come 

as s::>on as rrore ad/anced terminal and mid-course te::hno-

1 cg ies. were av ailabl e• These defenses could be deployed 

to prote::t critical military targets in the United states. 

35 Ibid., p.97. 
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The third stage would be reached with the 

availability of exotic boost-phase defenses, these ~uld 

be deployed to exert 11le.r~age .. on the SOviets, e.tEil if 

they prove una);)le to meet fully sophisticated soviet 

responses, that is e.ren if they fell short of the 

President• s goal. 36 

Thus there was some difference in the emphasis of 

the policy and technology studies. The te::hnology study 

apparEtltly stressed the nesi for futuristic defenses, 

such as beam weapons located in space, and to achie.re a 

comprehensive defense capability. The policy study 

reportedly emphasized the role that less effective • inter

mediate• defenses could play in sta);)ilizing US soviet 

relations. The difference concerned whether near-term 

BMD technol(9y, which could provide only limited coverage 

should be emphasized or long term .. exotic .. defenses which 

might provide a comprehensive oefense capability. 37 

A~::cepting the major re::orrunendations of both the 

study groups, the government framed the StrateJic Defence 

Initiative organisation. Air Force Lieutenant General, 

36 Ibid., p.9 7 • 

37 Keith B • .tlayne, strat§iic Defen~e ; ".StS\£...l!<!rs .. in 
Per§Pectiv,!L(Boston, 1986), pp.20-2l. 
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James A •• \brahams:>n was appointed as its Director. This 

organization was charged with undertaking-

A comprehensive programme to dE!Ilelop key 
technoloyies associated with concepts for 
defense aJainst ballistic missiles. The 
technology plan identified by the Defensive 
Techno! og ies St:.udy and the policy approach 
outlinei in the ~uture ss::urity Strate;ly 
Study will se~ e as general guides for ini
tiating this programne. The SDI will place 
principal emphasis on technologies involving 
non-nuclear intercept and destruction concepts. 
The basic approaeh will be to consider 
layered systems than can be deployed in such 
a way as to incredse the contribution of 
defenses to deterrence and oove the United 
States towards its ultimate goal of a thoroughly 
reliable defense •• 38 

,!he Early BHD sy§S.!W!§ ' The US ABM Progranme 

By early 1957, the US Army was working on a nation

wide Ballistic Missile Defmse System called the Nike-zeus. 

The Nike-Zeus interceptor was to be dire::ted from the 

ground based radars towards the incoming SJv iet R.V S• This 

system was for high a1 titude interception. Finally in 

December 1962, this system successfulJ!.y intercepted an 

Atlas missile. 

--------
38 Caspar v'leinberger, Memorandum on "StratEgic 

Defence Initiative Organization (SDIO) charter. 24 
April, 1984. Citei in Ballistic Missile Defence 
Technologies, Conyress O'f~"""Uii~ted stateB';'O'ffice 
-of Technology Assessment (~ashington, D.C.), 
September 1985, p.38. 
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In spite of suoc essful test in Uecerrber 196 2, the 

Kenneay administration decided not to deploy it for sereral 

convincing reaSJns. The steady growth J.n the sophistication 

of the radar and computer technology and various research 

on the possible counter measures had convinced the admini

stration that ABtrl systems based on Nixe Zeus was not 

reliable. Moreover, the realization that it would eventually 

accelerate the arms race thereby destabilising the strategic 

stability was yet another factor. 

The enphasis on reseamh and developm~t shifted 

to tackling problems relating to counter measures. Since 

in higher altitude dummys and decoys travel with the same 

speed because of the absence of atmospheric drag, it is 

very difficult to distinguiS'l between the decoys and the 

RVs• As atm:>sphere acts as filter for the decoys (light 

body gets burned because of atmospheric friction) it was 

realised that an improv ed system wo Ul a hav e to be a low

altitude interceptor capable of very high acceleration. 

In 1963, the army started working on Nike-X that could 

be capable of interception at a low altitude. This 

system was to employ faster burning rocket (later called 

Sprint). The target track, -missile track and discrimination 

radars were all replaced by a single phased-array radar, 

the missile site radar (MST) • Phased-array radars, in 
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adlition to their ability to perform multiple functions, 

had the advantage of fixed installations that needed no 

mechanical scan and could be much m:>re ea~ily prote::ted. 39 

In 1965 the us ~my be) an to develop another inter-

ceptor, called the Spartan, which would detonate a nuclear 

warhead aPc>ve the atiOOsphere where it would generate 

intense x-rays that might be expe::ted to knock out se.Teral 

incoming re-entry vehicles at once. 40 The basic difference 

between the Spartan and the Sprint was that of ranJe• The 

range of Sprint was just 25 miles wh.Ue that of Spartan 

was several hundred miles• 

On 18 Septerrber, 1967, Defense secretary l1cNamara 

announcea that the United States would employ a partial 

AaM System. This system known as Sentinel was to incorporate 

the Spartan for high altitude interception and the Sprint 

for low altitude intercEption. Both missiles had nuclear 

warheads· The propo se:i us ABM system was not to protect 

the American s:>ft targets against soviet nuclear attack, 

but instead would offer a shield against potential Chinese 

ICBM (Potmtial : China had not e.Ten developed ICBM thEjl) 

and an accidental ~viet attack. 41 

39 Al6Cander Flax, •Ballistic Missile .uefense : Concepts 
and Hi story", ~MUS, vol.l, ~'pr ing 1985, p. 35. 

40 n.31, p.45. 

41 Ibid., p.48. 
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1-k>wEVer, the realisation that numerous missiles 

with nuclear warheads were going to be deployed stired 

a wide public opposition. The administration was fOn:ed 

to suspend the construction work in early 1969 pending 

a presidential decision. On 19 March, 1969 .President 

Nixon announced the deployment of SafEguard System - a 

m:>dified system of Sentinal• Under this modified system 

there was no change in the weapon system or the radar 

components, but was to be deployed in different numbers 

and different locations. The first priority for the 

deployment was the protection of US nuclear forces against 

a &Jv iet attack, the second priority was the provision 

of a nationwide defense against a hypothetical Chinese 

attack and a subsidiary role was defense against accidental 

attack from any source. 42 

The initial deployment provided for the defense 

of Minutanan Silos at Grand l1 ... ork s Air Force Base in North 

Dakota and at Malmstfom Air Force Base in Montana. Howerer 

the siyning of the i-iliM treaty in 1972, radically chan;}ed 

the Safe;~uards deployment plan· It permitted the deploymEnt 

of only 100 interceptors e:...ther around the national 

capital or arouna hardened missile silos. The us decided 

42 .Flax, n.39, p.36. 
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to defeod their Minuteman ICBM silos at Grand Forks Air 

Fon:: e Base. It became operational in mid--1975 and since 

it was an unrelia):.>le defense, it was phased out. 

~et BMD Pro~r.a.,.nune ; 

'I'h e s:>v i et anti- aircraft programme started from 

1950 onwards. Their first anti-aircraft, surface to air, 

missile SAi-l was deployed around .l"bs:::ow in mid so• s. Later 

on the range of these surface to air missile was increased 

and they were capable of interception at much higher 

altitude. Probably the first SOViet system with rudimentary 

AaM capability was uriffon missile system. It was deployed 

around Leningrad in 1960. 

A.mund 1963 another new soviet missile SA-5 was 

developed· Special features of this class of missile 

include some ABM capability and high altitude interception 

of super s:mic aitcraft SJch as us XB-90, which was in its 

initial stage of production. Howe~er, the US changed 

its tactics and switched on to low altitude aircraft 

which e.r ade rad,: r aetection. Thus LiS XB-70 was never 

produced. For low-altitude interception SA-2 and SA-3 

missiles were more suited. 
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In 1964, during their annual May Day military 

display, the soviets had paraded a 1aL9 er interceptor 

missile, Galosh, through lwbsoow. They had also begun 

to deploy the necessary raaar systems, the 'Hen House• 

(early warning radar) and the 'Dog House• (battle mana

gement radar}. 43 The Galosh which is currently operational 

is nuclear a.oned and is desi9ned for long ran] e high

altitude interc~tion. 

r.ventually the AMB-1 (Galosh} system consisted of 

complexes at four sites around Moscow. Each site had 

sixteen launchers and two sets of missile-tracking and 

guidance radars, for a total of six radars per site. 

Initial tracking of incoming I~Ms threat assessment, and 

target hand over to missiles for defense was; provided 

by a very large phased-array radar. Later, a second radar 

of the same type was adde1 to another location. 44 

The Galosh missile system is not leak proof. Since 

it is meant for high altitude interception the offense 

can always penetrate by overwheJ.rnins;rthe defense through 

----------------
43 n.31, p.49. 

44 l!'lax, n .39, p.39. 
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light weight decx:>ys. The frequencies of the systems 

radars are relatively low and can be blinded by a 

nuclear blast. And finally since the number of radars 

are very few they can be destroyed by a concentrated 

attack· Therefore, the soviet Galosh missile system 

which is currently operational around Moscow is not 

reliable a.;Jainst an all out massive retaliation by US 

nuclear forces• It can at best sexve as an insurance 

a;Jainst a third country ' either China, France or 

Britain• 
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~ OUTLINE OF THE SDI TECHNOL<XilES 

The m>st fundamental differEJlce between earlier 

BMD (Ballistic Missile Defense) developed in 60's and 

the current BMD is that while in the former case the 

~M (Anti Ballistic Missile) system could intercept and 

destroy an incoming ballistic missile warheads in its 

terminal phase i.e. when they enter into earth's 

atmosphere, the current BHD concepts posit systems that 

can intercept ballistic missiles and their RV s at all 

stages of their flight, immediately after its launch to 

the terminal phase. secondly, whereas the earlier ~M 

system consisted of ground based interceptors of various 

ranges supported by ground based ra~s, in the current 

BHD programme, ground basing is not necessary and probably 

the preferred m>de of basing is high 1n the space. 

The no st pre£ en- ed concept in the current BMD 

programne is to have a multi layered defense. Early 

layers would reduce the number of warheads that lateC 

layers llloOUld have to handle. The later layers would 

tackle those warheads which had evadei destruction by the 

earlier layers. The idea behind having sereral layers 

is that the defense can be made highly effective and 
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reliable even if the-individual layers are less than perfect. 

For example if a1ch layer has a 90:;4 effec~iv eness, a 

conbination of three such layers will have an overall 

efficiency bettee than 99%· J:t means only 10% of the 

10% of the lO% would get thmugh the proposed layered 

def~se, permitting a leakage of 0 .l% only. It means that 

no more than one warhead in 1000 would reach its ta~et. 1 

To understand the various technologies related to 

SOl, it is necessary to have a rudimentary knowlEdge of 

the typical trajectory of a ballistic missile. Missiles 

usually consist of two or three separate rockets ala:> 

call ai booster S• On the top of the upper~ st stage sits 

the 11bus• carrying the warheads. 

_!!~Phase 

It be;J ins the JOOmEnt a ballistic missile is fired 

out of its Silo. One by one the boosters ignite, burn 

. out and fall away. In the process it releases hot gases 

and easily detected infra red siynal. A current Ballistic 

Z.U. ssile takes betwet".n three to five minutes to climb 

throuyh the Earth's atnt>sphere. The MX takes about three 

--·-----
1 E.P.Thompson ana B~thompson, star wars : 5!!£. 

J2t§truct Incorporated (London, l98S), p.~I. 
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minutes against five for the liquid fuelled 55.18. By 

the end of the boost phase, the missile is travelling 

at serm kilometers per second. 2 

It is als:> referred to as the bus deployment phase. 

During this phase warheads and other penetration aids 

are being released fmm the •bus .. or post-boost vehicle. 

The third-stage booster falls away, leaving the po~ 

boost vehicle and its cargo, upto ten multiple indepen

dently targeted re-entry vehicles or MIRVs, each carryifx.J 

a nuclear warhead directei.at a separate taxget • .Powered 

by a low-thrust rocket, the post-boost vehicle or •bus• 

manoeuvers through space, dropping off its re-entry 

vehicles in prograllllled sa;Iuence an<i airecting them on 

their aistinct trajectories. The post-boost vehicle can 

also carry decoys and other pEtletration aids to confuse 

or overwhelm the defense. 3 

~d.-Course Phase 

Once the warheads and decoys had been release~ they 

travel through space for appr.oximat ely 15 to 20 minutes 

2 J.C • .Fletcher, .. The Technologies for Ballistic Missile 
Defense .. , .i§~s in Science and Technol2Sl~, Fall 
1984, ~ ' 

3 Ibid •. 
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( 7 to 10 minutes for SLBMG) before re-entering the 

atmosphere. This flight phase is called the mid:-course 

phase. There are now as many as fourte·en and in the 

absence of arms control limitations, potentially twenty 

to thirty) warheads and one hundred or more decoys for 

fiNery ballistic missile launched. 4 'l'he use of decoys 

to fool the defensive system is very effective, because 

in vaccum of space the velocity of warheads and de::oys 

is the same and as such cannot be distinguished. 

Terminal Phase 

'lbe terminal phase bEgins when the re-entry vehicles, 

decoys, penetration aids, and debris bEgin to re-enter 

earth's upper atmosphere at an altitude of about 100 kilo

meters. Light weight objects, including ~me decoys and 

debris, are slowed by atnospheric drag and then broken 

apart by the force of deceleration. The heavier re-entry 

vehicles, which are •hardEned" to au:vive the heat and 

deceleration, continue on their trajectories. The 

terminal phase ends some two minutes after it be;Ji...l1sr 

when the re-entry vehicles (by this time a glowing red) 

detonate over their targets.5 

--------
4 Hans A.Bethe, Jeffrey Boutwell, Richard L.Garwin, 

"BMD Technologies and Concepts in the 1980s", 
DAEDAL!:!.§, vol.I, Spring 1985', P-&57 • 

5 Fletcher, n.2,~· 
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·A strate]ic defense capable of engaging appropriate 

targets all along the ballistic missile flight path must 

perform certain key functions& 

2Y,_rveillaag.!L.§nd Ac~~on : Attacks must be detected 

and the number, location and probable destination of all 

threatening objects aust be determined. 

~iminat!gn_: Actual missiles, buses, and warheads 

must be distinguished from non-threatEning decoys and 

other debris. 

~~g and Track!ns. ; TaLgets must be tracked with what

el er precisJ.on required by the weapon designated to destroy 

that taLg et, anu that tracking infoz:mation must be 

comnunicated to the defensive weapon. 

Target~ruction : A defmsive weapon must deliver 
. 

sufficient energy to a target rapidly Enough in order to 

destroy it. 

~ill~~sment ' Those ta.rg et s that have bem successfully 

destroyed must be identified and distinguished from 

suJ:V ivor S• ln adOition, if it can be determined why a 

ta.rg et warhead was not destroyed, (inoorre::t pointing, for 

exanple) , this information can be used for a subsequent 
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attack •
6 

Boost.....fbase DefEilse_a The boost phase defense is perhaps 

the m::> st important layer of defense in the current BMD 

progranune because of the following reasons ' 

(i) At this stage the missile has not yet released any 

of its warheads and penetration aids. Destruction of one 

missile means destruction of all the warheads and pEiletr

ation aids in one shot. Literally it means the defEnse 

catches the SI:Jv iet missiles when they have all their ~9 s 

in one basket. 

A little slackness in the boost phase defense 

would multiply the problem to an enormous dEgree in later 

phases of defense. Each missile that su.tVives can 

release hundreds of RVs and decoys and these have to be 

tracke(4 discriminated and destroyed - a very formidable 

task indeed precisely because it. is very difficult to 

d1 stinguish decoys and the real warhead because in the 

absence of atmospheric drag they travel in apace with the 

samevelocity. Therefore~ the successof mid-course 

aefense is tightly linked with the boost phase defense. 

(ii) The booster .rocket is a much laxger and fragile 

ta.rg et than the RV s and the decoys. 

----------------
6 !alli.§.!:.!c Missil.!_Defen~ Technglog,!es. COngress of 

the Unit~ states# Office of Technology Assessment# 
(Washington~ D. c.~ 1985), p.l46. 
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(iii) Its flame is an abundant $)urce of infra-red 

radiation, enabling the defmse to get an acx::urate fix on 

the missile' e location. It is during this phase that the 

rocket bums and offer highly intense and specific obser

val:>les which can be detected at a very far off distance. 

But the boost phase defense is also the most difficult 

technically and has drawn the largest nunber of fire 

from the critics. As it has been mentioned the boost 

phase lasts upto 3 to 5 minutes ana only in this short span 

of time, the boost phase defense has to provide early 

warning of an attack by sensing the booster' s exhaust pla~s, 

ascertain the precise number of the attacking missiles 

and if possible their identities; determine the trajec-

tories of the missiles and get a fix on them, assign, aim 

and fire the defensive weap:>ns, assess whether or not 

interception was successful and if time allowed, fire 

additional rounds. How much t.t.me this would take depends 

on how automated the system would be and how quickly 

decision could be made. In particular, requiring that 

human inte.tV ention be necessary before the defence can 

conmence firing imposes extreme time constraints on 

conmand and control procEdures. 7 ~reover, all these 

have to be done in the presence of all the counter measures 

7 Ibid., p.l42· 
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that may be directed against unfavourable weather condition, 

radio interfereo:::e and other unforeseen obstacles. Because 

of the above mentioned features of time constraint, Luke 

skywalker-like beam weapon$ cbave become the CEntre Of 

SDI technology in its boost phase. 'l'hese beam weapons 

would either be based in space or would reflect power from 

the earth to la.I9 e orbitin;J mirrors in high altitude and 

these mirrors would dire:::t the power via smaller battle 

mirrors in low altitude cgainst the ascending booster. Five 

types of beam weapons are mainly being investigated in 

boost phase defense : 

( i) Chemical lasel' s 

( ii) Excimer 1 aser s 

(iii) Free- elECtron lasers 

(iv) X-ray lasers 

(v) Particle beams. 

LASER is Light Amplification by stimulated Emission 

of Radiation. It prov1des intense and undirectional beam 

of light. If any atom .is excited by pumping some amount 

of external eneryy (either by heat or lx>mbardment of 

photons), the sub..atom1c particles 1. e. electron. jllrtp 

from one orbit to the next higher energy ler el. when an 

exc1ted elECtron drops back to a lower energy state, it 
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emits radiation at a precisely defined wave length. 

This radiation stimulates other molecules to do exactly 

the same thing. They drop back to the same lower ene.rgy 

level, thereby emitting radiation in step with original 

radiation and having the same wave length. This effect 

quickly spreads throughout the lasing material and a 

laser beam is produced. 

lt is extremely coherent in the sense that the 

troughs and crestSof light waves anerging from the 

lasing material are all perfectly aligned. l t means that 

a lot of power can be packed into a laser beam and it can 

be set to longer distances without diffraction. The laser 

operates in any transparent environment, including air, 

inert gas, vacuum and eYEJl certain liquids. lt can be 

very finely focussed on a certain spot, thereby generatin;} 

a lot of heat. Howerer, the most powerfUl lasers 

currently in existence are of the order of a million times 

weaker than those which would be needed to attack a 

rocket booster. 8 

Chemical Laser _€ : 

Chemical lasers use the energy from a chemical 

reaction between tw·o fuels to prodUce laser radiation. 

8 Thompson and BeJ\thompson, n.l, p.22. 
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The most mature chemical laser te::hnology for high 

powered lasers is the hydrogen fluoride {HF) or the 

deuterium fluoride {Il?) laser, in which hydrogen and 

fluorine· combine to form hydrogen (deuterium) fluor ide • 

.Relatively high ler el s of power have already been 

prodUced in this type of laser, although a major scale 

up from these lerels is still needed before power lerels 

ne::essary for BZ.lD can be obtained. The H.F (Dl:"') wave 

length is 2. 7 (3 .8) microns (millionths of a meter). 9 

Excimer L~&er s 

An excimer is an excited dimmer, or two atom 

molecules, typically consisting of a noble gas (i.e. 

argon, Krypton, Xenon) atom and a halogen (1. e. chlorine,, 

flourin~ atom. In an excited state, these two atoms 

can form a bound· nolecular system. t4hen the molecule 

drops to a grouna stdte, it rapidly <iisass:>ciates into 

two separate atoms ~ noble gases oo not form stable 

molecules in the ground state. The excited population of 

excimer. molecules is produced by a pulsed electrical 

discharge process, rather than by a continuous chemical 

reaction. The light produced, therefore, o~urs in 

pul ses• After the pulse of laser radiation is prod.uc ed, 

9 n.6, p.l48. 
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the process repeats with a new electrical chaLge, 

leading to another •pumping .. of excited dimner mole-

cules. Relative to HE lasers, excimer lasers haVe the 

advantage of a shorter wave length/typically 0.3 to 0.5 

microns.10 

Spreading angle in radiaus 

(1 .Radian= ~~2 = 57.3°) • 1.2 x ratio of the 
2~ 

wave length of the radiation to the diameter of the 

laser aperture11 

spreading angle in radiaus = 1.2 x ..,b_ 
D 

where ~ • wavelength of the radiation. 

D • diameter of the apperture. 

• • • • ( 1) 

_Therefore, it is clear from equation (1) that the decrease 

in the spreading angle depends upon either a decrease in 

wavelength of the raaiation or increase in the diameter 

of the apperture. Therefore, to make the beam more 

coherent and more effective, wavelength should be mini

mized and mirror size shoUld be maximized. Since the 

------
10 Ibid., P• 150 • 

11 Ibid., p.148. 
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wavelength of an excimer laser is much less compared to 

an Hl? laser, it would rEGuire a much smaller size of a 

mirror to to produce a certain diameter of coherent beam 

as compared to an HF laser. For exarrple for a distance 

of 40,000 kilometer an HE' laser would require a perf~t 

mirror of about 130 meters in diameter to keep the beam 

size down to 1 meter in diameter at the target. Howsrer, 

for the same purpose, an excimer mirror would require a . 
mirror of only l.5 meter diameter. 12 

In free ela::tron laser beams the highly coherent 

radiation is g ener ate:1 by passing free ela::tron through 

hi:,Jhly fluctuating magnetic field· This phenomenon is 

based on the principle that when free electrons are 

passed thmugh magnetic fiel~ they twist from its path 

thereby emittiny electromagnetic radiation. The emitted 

coherent raaiation consists of pure energy. 

~icle Beams ' 

Particle beams consist af sub- atomic .i:)articl es 

like protons, electrons, neutrons, positrons, etc. 

ao::elerated approx.irodtely upto the velocity of light. In 

12 Ibid., p.lSO. 
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fact this beam consists of a bit of matter and not of 

pure energy. 'l'his is based on the principle of particle 

acceleration by certain devices like cyclotron. electron 

accelerators. etc. 'l'he beam of fast-moving atoms is very 

penetrating and goes through the metal skin of the missile 

and into the electronic brain that ~uides it. By alterin:;J 

or destroying the internal mechanisn of a missile, the 

beam finally destroys it. 

Charged particles beams are not suitable for trans

mission over long distances because they are defleeted 

by the earth's magnetic field. SCient~sts have instead 

proposed using neutral hydrogen ions and stripping off 

the extra-ele::tron. 13 SUch a weapon, howe~er, can work 

only outside the atm.:> sphere. iN en a snall amount of air 

will strip off the electn::ms, resulting in a beam of 

charged particle. These will be bent by the earth' s 

magnetic field and -will also be scattered by collusions 

with atiOOspheric molecules. As a result, the beam will 

not be effective against targets below about 100 Km. 14 

~Ray Laser§ 

'l'h e x,... Ray 1 a set" as proposed by Dr. Teller will derive 

its en&gy from a n1:1c1ear explosion. By a nuclear explosion, 

-----------------
13 Bethe, Boutwell, Garwin, n .4, p.62. 

14 n.6, p.l54. 
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a lot of energy can be pumpe:i into a lasing material 

producing an extensively coherent but very intense beam 

of laser. 'l'he wavelength of this laser is equivalEilt to 

the wavelength of X-ray and that is why it is called X-ray 

laser. By farming the lasing material into bundles of 

fibres of correct dimension it is possible to focus the 

beam of X-rays to a few thousand Kms. 

Because of their short wavelength, X-ray differs 

from other lasers in three inJ>ortant respects. 

First, unlike optical lasers, powerful X-rays cannot 

be pointed by m.ir ror S• Secon~ the X-ray generated from 

the wires cannot be as tightly focussed as optical lasers 

'l'his means they can only be used from roo derately S'lort 

distances (a few thousand kilometers), and probably not 

from geosynchz:onous orbit (36,000 Kms above the earth). 

Third, the .ooft X,..rays do not penetrate the earth's 

atmosphere and thus can be used only against missiles or 

war heads travelling through the vaccwn of space.15 

Howerer, another aspect of the same technology is 

that since it is very light, it can be very cheap and 

easy to lift into the space as compared to heavy battle 

----------------
15 Bethe, Boutwell, Garwin, n.4, p.6l. 
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stations with their precariously la.tge mirrors in case 

of other optical lasers. 

~~ Non-nucle~r Kill 

A. time tested and the 100 st classic strate.JY of 

destroying a target has been to hit it with an obja::t 

moving with a certain velocity. All kinds of kinetic 

non-nuclear weapons like arrow, rocks, bullet, etc. work 

on this principle only. Thus missiles and re-entry R.Vs 

which move with a very high velocity can be destroyed 

by simply colluding it with .. another object m:>v ing with a 

certain velocity. ~en an ascending booster is collided 

with a certain velocity, it is certain to get destroyed. 

Howe.rer, the problem lies in arranging the collision

in reaching the missile or warhead and hitting it. 

In a simple gun, the velocity is given impulsively 

to the projectile while it is within the barrel itself 

and in case of a missile, the requisite velocity is 

obtained by the gas expelled at a very high velocity, 

through its back nozzle, thereby giving momentum to the 

projectile and reduciny its mass. ..:!urrent interest in 

the use of yuns for ICBM boost-phase intercept centres 

on space-based electromagnetic •rail guns•, in which the 

projectile would complete the circuit between two 
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conducting bars or rails. A modest voltage applied to.-

these rails would produce very large currents, the 

magnetic field behind the projectile expelling and conti

nuously accelerating the projectile. SUb-kilogram 

proje::tiles have been accelerated in this fashion to 

speeds of 10 Kms, and s::>mewhat more is feasible •16 

For the operation of a kinetic non-nuclear kill 

a constellation of battle station, each containing a 

number of missile is needed. satellite sens::>rs would 

detect the launch, and would pass ~on the information to 

the batt1 e stations. The battle station in tum aim and 

fire at the ascending booster and when close enough 

homing detectors would be used to direct them to their 

targets. Thus the target would be destroyed either by 

hitting it straightaway or by detonating an explosive 

near it, sending fragments into it (be::ause, outside an 

atmosphere an explosion ooes not produce a shockwave and 

therefore the fragments would be necessary for a kill) • 

The imperfections of the HKV (Homing Kill Vehicles) 

systsn could easily be exploited by the use of various 

counter measures ; 

16 Hans A.Bethe, and Hichard L.varwin, •New MBD 
Technologies•, UAEQALUS, vol.Il, summer l98S,p.357. 
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(i) A modest irreJul.ar acceleration of the booster would 

impose unattainable manoeuvering requirements of the HKV .17 

(ii) La.tge foil screens carried by the booster coUld 

obscure the flame, thereby preventing homing altogether.18 

(iii) The e.xplosion of nuclear weapons at high altitudes 

could provide background heat that would make difficult 

the tracking of the boosters by near IR (Infra-Red) 

det~tors. 

(iv) A booster that burned out within the atm:>sphere 

would be immune to then, ;Bince friction with the air coUld 

blind their hominy sens:>rs. The soviets are currently 

testing an ~like ICBM (the SS-~ 24) which woUld ther&-

tore effectively shorten the maximum interceptor range 

from the attainable against ss-18.19 

{v) Because of the time rEquired for each rocket or 

projectile to reach its target,. missiles would only be 

vulnerable if there was a battle station virtually 

ov erheaa. Therefore, battle station would have to be 

deployed in very large nun'bers. E.Ven at the current level 

-----------·-----
17 .Ibid., p.358. 

18 Hans AeBethe, Richard L.Garwin, Kurt Gottfried and 
Henry w. Kendall, •space-based Ballistic Missile 
Defense•,, ~ientific~ic~ vol.251, ~o.4, 
October 1984, p.47. 

19 n.4, p.l56. 
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of Soviet armament the cost of simply lifting such a 

fleet into orbit would run at around $ 13 billion. 20 

'I'he homing technology outside the atmosPhere was 

successfully demonstrated by the us ~my in 1984. On 

10 June a projectile launched from Kwajal ein Atoll in 

the Pacific intercepted a dummy Minuteman warhead at an 

altitude of oore than 100 miles. Similar technolQ:Jy is 

utilized by the US Air Forces air launched ASAT weapon. 

Normally the post-boost phase lasts for 6 minutes~ 

though it can be shortened by certain technological 

breakthroughs. During this phase the bus dispenses its 

RV s ( r e- entry v ehicl es) and decoys. Therefore_, at the 

be;} inning the leverage is quite high and gradually it 

declines as it progresses and in the end the lererage is 

the lowest. This is pre:isely because destruction of the 

bus at the early stage means destruction of the entire 

RVs and decoys it carries while at the end of its flight, 

1 t had disper' sed with most of the warheads. secondlyJ the 

1 er er age in this sta;:~ e is high because the post-boost 

vehicles are themselves softer (easy to destroy) compared 

20 Union of Concerned scientists, The Fallecv of star 
~·(New York, 1984), p.lOl. 
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to the individUal warheads which are relatively harder 

to destroy. As in the case of boost-phase defenses, 

small errors in post-boost performance can have larger 

cons~uen::es in the later phases because once the RYs 

and decoys are released, they will multiply the task of 

defense manifold. By their very nature post-boost 

defences have little ability to defend selectively unless 

and until the RY s a.re rel~ased from the PBV, the specific 

targets of the warheads are difficult to deteon.ine. 

Therefor~ the post-boost phase defenses cannot effectively 

conduct preferential defense, in which limited defensive 

resources are concentrated on defending only s:>me sites 

at the expense of permittiny attacks on others to continue 

unimpeded. 'l'hus, the PBV s have to be attacked indiscri

minately. 

Midcourse Pha~~mse_, 

Midcour 5e phase starts after the release of the RYs 

and the decoys from the PBV's, and it lasts until they 

re-enter the atmosphere. .Uuring this phase the RYs and 

the decoys tra.v el in a cert~in trajectory in ~ace and 

the duration of the flight is normally 20 minutes for 

l~M RY s and much shorter for an SLBM RV S• 'l'hough there 

is much more time to engage the defense in this phase as 

compared to the boost phase ( 3 to 5 minutes) and post-
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boost phase (5 to 6 minutes), the task of defense in this 

phase is much more difficult. 

Whereas the booster is easily detectalJle by their 

rocket plumes, the warheads once in space emit only feeble 

infra-red radiation. During this phase the war~eads are 

released by the PBV s and the defense has to engage against 

each and e~ery warhead. The enormity of the problsn can be 

under:stood by the simple fact that the SS-18 which now 

has 8 warheads, is big enough to carry 30. 21 Then, there 

can be many decoys as ·well· .False warheads, metallic 

ballons, radar reflEOtip_y cn.aff and infra-red reflecting 

aerosols would accompany tht- warheads on their journey, 

and it would be extremely hard t~ distinguish real war-

heads from decoys because in the vao::um of space all 

objects travel at the same velocity, since there is no 

atmospheric drag to hold back the lighter payloads. This 
• 

would be very expensive and it would be hard to deTise 

a system that could deal effectively with all types of 

decoys that could be imagined. 

Leverel;Je is low in the mi<icourse. Since once the 

RVs are released from the PBVs, their pra::ise traje:::tories 

21 Charles Krauthamner, •The Illusion of Star wars•, 
The .New Republi£L May 14, 1984, p. IE.• 
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could be detennined. Hence in this phase the defEnse 

has the potential for being selective as well. 

Termina1 Defense ' 

The terminal phase starts whEn the t<V s r&- enter 

the atmosphere. At this stage the real warheads 

again become distinguishable from the chaff ballons and 

decoys because they burn up due to atm::>spheric friction. 

All information about the attack is handed from spaCe 

based midcourse senoor s to infra-red smsors located 

abroad high altitude aircraft, launched on warning of 

attack• 

Ground-based radars work in conjunction with the 

air-borne sensors to define the precise trajectory of the 

warheads before the interceptor rockets are committed. 

The terminal interceptors are yround-base~ high

acceleration chemical rockets, capable of reaching their 

targets while they are still, high in the atmosphere 

(.R&-entry vehicles must be intercepted at high altitudes 

to ensure that e1 en those warheads that are • salv ag &

fused• that is, designed to detonate whm intercepted) 

will not .&Ubstantially damig e targets on the ground. 

The terminal defense rockets are equipped with on

board smsors and guidance systems that scan and home in 
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on the re-entry vehicle to which they have been assigned. 

As it nears the target, the interceptor warhead explodes, 

scattering thousands of pellets in the path of re-entry 

vehicle. 22 

AnOther possible defense at the terminal phase is 

the swarm jet proposal. A swarm of non-nuclear rockets 

is fired towards the incoming if.Vs towards a rEgion 50 m 

in diameter at a range of· 1 km from defended site. 23 

If the management is very accurate, it will definitely 

destroy an inooming !{V. Hower er, an RV may be salvage 

fused and since it is intercepted very near to the 

defended area, it woUld be -used to defend only hardened 

targets that can survive a nearby nuclear explosion. 

Ballistic missile re-entry vehicles enter the 

atno·sphere at prodigious speed, and can be manoeuverable 

making tracking and targeting difficult. Defending a 

few missile silos is a feasible proposition. But techno-

logically it is not feasible to defend a soft target 

like a city especially when the RVs are salvage-fused. 

--·-----
2 2 ~, 1 etch er, n • 2 • 

23 n.4, p.l57. 
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A fool-proof area defense system cannot be built. An 

enemy might choose to _concentrate the whole or a large 

part of its missile force towards a few selected t~gets 

in order to overwhelm a defense. ThEDr etically the 

defense should be capable of handling the launch of the 

whole Russian ICBM arsenal against a single unspecified 

taz:get which is practicallY not feasible. 

The Ba§ipg Modes and Its !:.gsibili£i....' 

Under the SDI s::heme there are three possible basin;] 

modes of the defEDsive system under consideration. These 

basiDJ modes apply to only the fJ.rst three phases. of .. U.e.tile 

boost phase, the post-boost phase and the midcourse phase) 

the ballistic missile fight. The first is to base them 

permanmtly in space. 'l'he componmt of the space battle 

station would be lifted on the space shuttle. Stations 

would be placed either in a geostatJonary orbit (so that 

theY orbit the earth in the same time as the earth rotates) 

where they would remain permanmtly over the Russian 

missile silos or in lowe~· orbit where an enormous number 

of battle station~have to be deployed to cover up the 

•absentee .. problem. 'lhis mode of basing has its own 

advantages and disadvantages. ~~ith enough weapons in 

orbit s:>me would be on station whener er they wet'e needed, 
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and they could provide global coverage. On the other 

hand, they would be inefficient because of the number of 

weapons that would have to be actively deployed and they 

would be extremely vulnerable. 

The problem in putting the battle station in a 

geostationary orbit (36,000 or 39 ,ooo kms. from the earth) 

1 s that from such a distance it would be very difficult 

to observe the radiation from the lx>oster and cons~ently 

to have an accurate fix on it. As explained eanlier the 

sPreading angle depends on the wavelength of the radiation, 

the diaJneter of the appertu5- and the distance to the 

sPOt• 

SO(. 'A. ••• i 

{)o<. 1 ii - ••• D 

So<. 1 ••• iii --d 

From (i) , (ii) and (iii) we derive 

6 o( ~ 
D d 

s o( K_A_-
Dd 

where 6 = spreading angle in radiaus. 
}. =wavelength of the radiation 

D = diameter of the appertur 

d • di.stance to the spot 

K = 1·2 
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For infra-red radiation from the booster• s flame the 

wav a-length woUld typically be one micrometer, oo that 

targ etting on a spot 50 centimeters would reJuire a 

precisely S'laped mirror 100 meters aero ss - roughly the 

length of a foot ball field. 24 This is technologically 

not feasible in the near future because the largest tele-

scope mirrors in the world today is just five meters in 

diameter. 

To overcome this obstacle another basing mode is 

su;agested in which a geosynchronous defensive systan mjght 

be au,Jmented by other fightin:;J mirrors deployed in low 
\ 

orbit. According to this basing mode, favoured by George 

Keyworth, President Reagan's scientific adviser, the laser 

' 
is to be based on mountain peak and beam their rays upto 

a large relay mirL·ors (.upto 5 meter in diameter) in geo-

synchronous orbits and these relay mirrors would reflect 

the laser beam to small fighting mirrors deployed in low 

orbit, which in turn vJOuld redirect th€ beam to as:: ending 

booster s and woul a destroy tn em. 1'h e main adv an tag e of 

this scheme is that the expensive lasers and their large 

power. sources are safely on the ground. HovJev er, its 

weakness is that the ever fluctuating density of the 

24 Bethe, Garwin, Gallfried and Kendall, n .18, P• 44 o 
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atmosphere will diverge ana dilute the beams• intensity 

and therefore, reduce its destructive potential. But now 

a technique has been dereloped by Garwin in principle at 

least to compensate for atmospheric distortion with 

adaptive optics. 25 

EVen for the sake of argument let us assume that 

by certain technological breakthroughs such a system could 

be made to work perfectly, yet there are other hurdles as 

well· The skin of a booster can be hurdenea. to withstand 

an a1ergy deposition of 200 m~ajoules per Square meter. 

By this estimate total energy deposition of 225,000 

ms.Jajoules is required to destroy all the 1400 ICBMs in 

current Russian nuclear arsenal. If the time available 

for interception were 100 seconds and the lasers had an 

ele:::trical efficiency of 6 percent, the power requirement 

would be more than the output of 3,001,000 me:]awatt power 

plants. 26 This would come to more than 60~ of the 

electricity generating capacity of the entire u.s. There 

is no existing technolCXJY to store such a large am:>unt of 

.P0'"er and to aischarg e it in stdlltaneously. Moreover this 

-----------~---

25 n.4, p.lSl. 

26 Bethe, ~arwin, Gottfried and Kendatt, n.la, 
p.iS. 
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estimate is the IOOst conservative one as it assumes an 

ideal condition, where the defensive shot has a 10014 

aocuraey. The Russians w:>uld not shorten their boost 

phase, they would not enlarge their ICBM' s stockpile and 

would not employ any countermeasure against the defmsive 

system. 

Yet another basing mode under consideration is the 

pop..up method. The battle station would be kept on ground 

until such time as they were needed· The problem with the 

pop..up E¥ stem is that it would suffer from formidable time 
-

constrain• It would have to climb to a certain height 

simply in order to see its target-"!"over the horizon. The 

pop.up boosters, therefore, has to have much xoore 

velocity than that of. an ascending ICBM s:> that it is in 

a position up on the horizon to attack the target. If the 

pOP-UP systems are based at sea, though they will be 

nearer the .SOviet missile silos, they will be vulnerable 

to anti- submarine strike. 

POP-UP interceptions of IQjMs would have to be 

1 aunched from submarines, since the only accessible points 

close enough to the Russian ICBM silos a.re in the Arabian 

Sea and the NorweJian Sea, at a distance of rrore than 

4,000 kilometer s• AA inte.rcepto.r of this type would have 
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to travel at least 940 kilometers before it could • see' 

an ICBM just burning out at an attitude of 200 kilometers. 

If the interceptor were lofted by an ideal instant-born 

booster with a total weight-to-payload ratio of 14 to one, 

it could reach the taLget.- sighting point in about 120 

seconds. For comparison, the boost phase of the new u.s. 

MX missile {which has a weight-to payload rat-io of 20 ~to 

one) is between 150 and 180 se::onds. ln principler 

therefore, it should just b~ely be possible by-:this 

method to intercept a Russian missile comparable to the MX, 

provided the intexception technique employed a beam that 

moves at the speed of liyht. on the other hand. it would 

be impossible to intercept a large number of missiles, 

since many silos would be ~rore than 4,0QJ kms. away, 

submarines cannot launch all their missiles simultaneously 

and 30 seconds would leave virtually no time for the 

conplex seq:uence of operations the battle management 

system would have to perform. 

Accordiny to Fletcher panel report, it is possible 

to build l\,;BMs that· could oomplete the boost phase and 

dispense their MIRV s in only 60 seconds, at a sacrifice 

of no more than 20 percent of payload· Accordingly all 

pop-up interception schemes, no matter what kind of anti

missile weapon they employ, depend on the assumption that 

the u.s. s. "'-• will not build ICBMs with a boost phase g;J 
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short that no pop.. up system could view the burning 

lx>o ster. 27 

~!!! Countermeasure£.' 

The soviet Union will not just sit idle while the 

u.s. is engaged in developing their nuclear shield. There 

are many offensive countermeasures which are very cheap and 

can easily foil the current space defensive system of the 

u.s. Testifying on the s.iliject of oountermeasures before 

the House ~med services Committee,. Richard D.Delauer,. 

under SEcretary of Defense for Research and .tngineering 

stated that any defensive system can be overcome with 

proliferation of decoys,. decoys,. decoys,. and decoys. 28 

Bl i.ndiQ<l ' 

senoors are one of most important part of the 

current space ballistic missile aefense technolQ;Jies of 

the us. There are a number of ways through which Senoor s 

can be blinded, thereby making the entire defensive systan 

impotent. Une very simple blindiny technique i_s_ through 

nuclear detonation. An H.V can be salvage fused or 

detonated as prog rammed• A nuclear detonation prodUces 

27 Bethe,. Garwin, \7ottfried and Kendall, n.18, 
p.43. 

28 Ibid.,. p.47. 
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intense electromagnetic .radiation at all fre:;IUencies. 

The sens:>r is over loaded with energy at frequencies to 

which it is sensitive ana it ~ ets disal:>lect. Mo.re.r er, a 

nuclear explosion in the upper atmOsphere causes ionization · 

glows over a .range of infra-red wave lengths and these 

glows mask si9~als from potential targets. 

§l?o...Q fing an...s_ Hiding a 

one of the most important counter measures is 

different decoys. An aluminized balloons can be used to . 
sur .round both RV s and de:x1ys an~ therefore, making the 

di s::.r imination bet·w een an r<.V and a decoy difficult. Sirx: e 

these decoys are very light they can be put in la.rge 

number on one missile. 

During the deployment of warhead. a cloud of balloons 

can be placed around then, which would not only ab s:>.rb 

and .reflect raaiowav es but also disperse the radar radia

tion reflected from the warheads. By spraying of an 

acros:>l cloud which is a s:>urce of infra-red radiation, 

around warheads, it can be used to cam:>uflage warhead: 

· f ·· ·r di ti 29 
own lJ1 ra-.rea a a on. 

29 ~port of the Gommittee of &:Jv iet Scientists for 
Peace ayain st the Nuclear Threat - Space Strike 
.·~:.. • \rms and ~nte.rnational security, Moscow, 1985. 
cited from st.ratw ic Diy est, May 1986, p.593. 
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£2.Yn~-M~~D.2~.~~!1L' 

The booster themselves could be prote:::ted against 

the effects of the lasers. i>ossible measures include 

coating the whole booster with a material that burns off 

the skin of the vehicle, releasin9 an Enorm:>us amount of 

heat, therebY neutralising the laser effect. 

secondly, booster can be spun in a very high speed 

so that a directed energy beam which needs several secQnds 

before it can melt a hole at a point in the booster, is 

dispersed over a 1 arg e area •. 

Thirdly, attachin~J skirts to the ·.bottom of the 

booster, the sensor will get confused and will give wrong 

calculation about the distance between the flame which 

the sensor detects and the body of the missile, which the 

battle station nrust attack. 

~"ourthly, by reduc.iny the boost-phase, the defensive 

system will face a formidal:>le time constraint and its job 

will become severely complicated. ln adaition to the time 

constraint, certain aefen sive weapons like X... rays and 

partic.._e beams will become ineffective in the atmosphere. 

The Soviets are currently testing their e:ruiv alent to MX 

(which is a fast burn booster) the ss-:x- 24. 

Sq tur at iQP. 

The Fletcher ..:::Ommittee report has Slygested layered 

defense ana through this, has calculated that 99.9% 
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accuracy can be achieved· It means 0.1% can still leak 

through the defense. Therefore, on every 1000 warhead. 

l might leak through. Therefore, one possible counter

measure is simply to increase the number of warheads. A 

soviet ss-18 can accomodate upto 30 warheads in the 

absEDce of any treaty obligation an~ therefore, proli,.. 

feration of warheads is not a problem for the Soviets. 

secondly, the Soviets in order to inflict an 

unacceptable dam:Lge can always go for a preferential 

offense i.e. concentrating o~ a few cities only in order 
.. -,:;. 

to overwhelm the defense• Therefore,., theoretically the 
'· 

American defense should be capable of handling tne launch 

of the whole Russian ~CBM arsenal against a single unspe

cified target which is technologically not feasible. 

Thirdly, in the termi.nal phase, a more crude but no 

less threatening counter-measure can be, to reoort to the 

use of extremely large warheads (say SO megaton range) 

against population ventures. such a warhead can cause 

massive damay e eren if explodea at hiyh altitude, and can 

be salvage fused i.e. fused to explode when attacked. 

EN ading-Circumv ~i.Q!! 

Another possible counter meaSJ.re to the space based 

defensive system is the 1aunchiny of the SLBHs on 

depressed trajectories. The massive deployment of cruise 
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m1 ssiles of different basing modes can be yet another 

measure. Since they fly at very low altitudes, their 

detection by the space-based Ballistic Missile Defense 

will be difficult. Moreover, s=>me of the defensive 

weapons like .x-rays and particle beams wUl be ineffective 

in the atloo sphere. 

SUppression 

And finallY there is fNery reason to believe that 

the SCN iets, before launching a nuclear attack will take 

the precaution of first knocking out the key and· vulner

able parts of the defensive system. (he possible active 

counter-measure will be placing. the so-called • space 

mines• close to the orbit of the other side's battle 

station and to detonate them when occasion demands. 

secondly, as the spaCe battle stations will be 

moving in a fixed orbit, it is very easy to destroy them 

by ground-based lasers of a very high intensity. 

Thirdly, : f an adrersary was to put a satellite 

into the same orbit as that of the anti-missile weapon 

but moving in an opposite direction and if the satellite 

was to release a swarm of one ounce pellets, each pellet 

could penetrate 15 em of steel and much farther if it 

were suitably shapea. TechnolQJically it is not feasible 
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to launch ant.i.-missile defensive system strong enough to 

withstand such projectiles. 

Fourthly, spraying a small cloud of even micro 

particles in the opposite orbit to the defensive system 

will damage the delicate reflecting mirrors, and conse-

quently the laser beams cannot be focussed very accurately. 

Thomas Krebs, (formerly the Pentagon• s chief analyst 

on S)V iet spacE: warfare capabilities} maintains that the 

employment of the above mentioned counter-measures is not 

that easY• They maY create problems for Soviet military 
-- -

planners itself. some count.~r-measur~s undermine others. 
"1! 

Eor example, shielding_ boosters increases their Weight, 
. ·' 

requiring them to carry fewer warheads. This would under-

mine the Kremlin' s option of increasing warheads. The 

military planners of the Pa1tagon are not ignorant of 

these counter-measures. They have a number of technical 

means to foil these counter-measures. 

N:cordingly, Mr Krebs argues for three options which 

are open to Moscow ' 

{i) The soviet BMD programme funded at much hiyher levels 

than Reayan• s SDl could guarantee Soviet strategic Slper-

. ior ity and can force America to abandon their project. 
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(ii) cruise missiles and other air breathing systems 

can be very effective counter-measures. 

(iii) A massive propaganda against SOl in Europe will 

generate political opposition and consEqUently will 

have a deCisive effect on the project. 30 

30 Thomas Krebs. ..Can the &;)v iets Counter soi• "l 
in Zbigniew Brezezinski ( eds.). Promise of Peril 
:£h!LStrate;~ic u efena,.l!!.llia,tiv e_( nashington D.C., 
19 86r, PP. 26 2- 263 • 
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SDI AND 'l'HE WESl'E.RN RESPONSE 

Ibe All.J.a.Dce Cone~ : 

The rais:>n d' etre of NATO has not been that Allied 

territories be protected by superior war-winning capabili

ties but rather by a deterrent capd.bility provided by the 

us- sufficiEnt to threaten the survival of any major 

attack, erED at the risk of America's own ~iva1. 1 'l'he 

extended deterrence guaranteed by the us to its allies 

after the Soviets acquired the lony range nuclear weapon 

capabilities further reinfor_ced the above mentioned faith 

because it implied that .America would no longer remain 

illlnune, in case deterrence failed. 

liower er, President Reagan• s speech on 23 March, 

1983 introduciny the Strate::~ic Defmse Initiative is 

yoing to change the stratSJiC scenario considerablY• Until 

now the t.;S has maintainea the credibility o:t the above 

mentione:1 deterrent threat. HowE.Yer, the introduction 

of sur has put a biy question mark on the us sincerity 

to rnaintC~in the.creaibility of this deterrence. If the 

US goes ahead with the deployment of the current 

strategic Uefense system it appears that the nature of 

----------------
1 Christopher Bertram, •strategic Defense and the 

WEstem Alliance .. , ~ALUS, vol.l, Spring 1985, 
p.280. 
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NA'l'O alliance will change substantiallY• A major crack 

in the alliance system seems to be in the offing thereby 

reducing its cohesion ana in the process, the nature of 

the East-west relations will unc:ieryo substantial change. 

The SOl speech of President Reagan came as a 

surprise to the NATO allies• They were not consulted 

before. The initial reaction was simply to hope that the 

speech was an aberration and that there would be no 

significant follow through. 2 Hower er, later on when the 

follow up action was taken seriously, they realised that 

the l(eayan administration wa~ very serious about it and 

thus their concern became ve~y pronorinced. Always 

inclined to be a little suspicious of us readiness to take 
·' 

its allies concerns sufficiently into a~ount, many 

Europeans see in the American failure to oonsult them in 

advance a clear indication that SDI is intended primarily, 

if not exclusively~ to defend the United States. As SJ.ch, 

the programme feeds European concern about American 

tendencies towards unilateralism~ if not isolationisrn. 3 

......... --------
2 Lawrence Freedman, "'l'he Star rlars Oebate 1 The 

Western JU.liance and strate:~ic Defence .. , Part II, in 
Robert o.!~ei.ll, ed., New 'l'ech£!2~stern 
~~ity PQlicy, p.l57. 

3 Arnold Kanter, "An Alliance Perspe::::tive .. , in Zbigniew 
Bra-ezinski, ed., Promi~r Peril : Stratr,ic 
Q!£!a~ln~~ive (washington D.C., l986~p.287. 
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Though it is difficult to pin point a coordinated west 

European response to the Strategic Defense Initiative, 

yet their broad concerns may be forJmJ.lated as follows a 

First, they are very sckeptical about the techno-

1oyica1 feasibility of the leak proof strate.;Jic defense. 

If Americans get a shield against inco{Jling ballistic 

missile, the &Jv iets will not lay behind. They would soon 

catch up and would have their own· BMD shield. In SJ.ch 

a situation both super powers would Slbstantially 

increase their offensiv~_ weapons in order to penetrate 

the aefense. This increase in the offensive weapons 

would disturb the strategic stability which is one of the 

essential a:>mponents of deterrence. 

secondly, the West European alld.atlce countries 

Q:)ubt that a strateJiC defEilse would be meaningful to 

them because of the:ir geographical proximity to the warsaw 

Pact countries. Since a strate;Jic defense of America 

against a SOViet ballistic attack woula have around 30 

minutes time, this time frame would be drastically 

reduced in the case of Western alliance countries border

ing war saw pact countries. This w:>Uld al s:> drastically 

reduce the technological feasibility of a stratEgic 

Defense for them. Thus with the deployment of StratEgic 

Defense systems, America would be invulnerable and the 
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allies would be left exposed. Since extended nuclear 

deterrence is tied with APter.ica• s own vulneral:>ility and 

bow that this condition no longer exists, they fear 

strate.J ic decoupling of America• s security from that of 

western Europe, resulting in a fortress America and an 

unprotected EUrope. 

Thiraly, the INP deployment in early 80 • s had 

split Eumpe in two canps. One section favoured it on 

the yround that it manifested a physical linkage of the 

American security with that of the Allies. Howe~er, the 

other side op:po sed it on th~e ground that deployment of 
~ 

INF system manifested an American desire to limit a 

possible nuclear war to the European theatre only. The 

deployment of Stratejic .Uefense shield around the us 

would undercut the earlier argummt for the deployment 

of the IMF system • 

.Fourthly, it would have a crippling effect on the 

r eoources of the alliance as a whole. The deployment of 

BMD on both the sides would increase the offensive 

strat$JiC arms race in order to penetrate into the defense 

of the opposite canp. Thus the Allies would be fon:ed to 

allocate nore bud;J et on defense, and the us, because of 

its deficit due to StratEgic Defense Initiative prograt~me 

would cut its allocation to the alliance. 
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.Fifthly, by holding out the prospect that nuclear 

weapons will become • impotent ana obs::>l ete•, the Reagan 

administration has in a sense criticised the rationale 

that European leaders have espoused in order to defmd the 

l.NF deployment • 

By implying that l!W deployment was immoral and 

irresponsible it has given creaibility to their political 

opponent. Thus SDI implicitly questioned the value of 

INF deployments for which many of them are paying a 

si..Jnificant domestic pciritical price. 

Sixthly, current US declaratory policy holds that 

the S:Jv iet Union, in contrast to the United States, is 

less deterred by threats aJainst urban industrial targets 

than by threats against nuclear offensive forces and 

other military assets, political leadership targets, and 

war- supportiny industries. 4 

The technoloyical feasibility of BMD capabilities 

appears that it will be zrore effect;..:~ve in defending 

specific hard ta.rgets than large population and industrial 

centres. Thus the logic dictates that the soviet BMD 

4 Ibid., p.292. 
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will be al:>le to defend those areas which the us declaratory 

policy asserts are key to deterring the a:>v iet Union. 

Hower er, the protection of soft ta.rg ets like large popula

tion and industrial centres are the core of the US 

nuclear deterrence stro.teJY• Taking the declaratory 

policy at its face value we may conclude that the mutual 

development of stratEgic defenses may have asynmetrical 

consequences for deterrence. The United states may be 

more deterred than the soviet Union from launching nuclear 

as well as conventional attack. 
' 

seventhly, the m:>st serious pol~tical implication 

of SDI may be for British ana .F .rench nuclear deterrents. 

If a soviet BMD is built it will s:>on be effective against 

the British, French and Chinese offensive system. Though 

it is true that NATO's strength is enhanced by the 

nuclear forces of these countries, yet they cannot 

substitute for the us deterrent. Therefore, their loss 

is not yoiny to effect much in strategic terms. 

Howe,rer, its political ramification is considerable. 

The other NATO allies view the British and .French deterrents 

as a reinforcing link between the us strate,Jic forces and 

their own security. 5 They woula be disturbed if this link 

5 Ibid. 1 p.297. 
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link were weakened or severed. And since SUI will be the 

oource of this unwanted development, there will be a 

very intense hostile reaction ~ainst it. 

The British and the French will react ~rore profoundly. 

The independence of their foreign policy, their claim to 

special status both in the alliance and in the international 

order and 1ro st important, their ultimate guarantee against 

a failure of the US nuclear commitment could all be 

called into question. 6 

l'bre:>ver, now that""'the credibility of the French and 
·' . 

the i.nglish nuclear deterren~e will decrease considerably, 

they will obviously increase their offensive nuclear forces 

in order to reinforce their declining nuclear credibility. 

As a result it would complicate the treatment of third 

country forces in Us-Soviet arms control agreements. 

E.ighthly, if a liMU for the Uti and the s:>viet Union 

comes into existence then the sense of shared risks 

between the Western alliance and the us is gone. Extended 

deterrence will cease to exist and only credible use of 

the .soviet nuclear forces will be against the allied 

targets, i.e. western Europe and the Far East. Similarly 
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in the presence of the &::w iet BMD, the US nuclear force 

can be used against Soviet allies i.e. in Eastern !l.lrope. 

Thus it will present a vision of a nuclear war limited 

to Europe, a scenario the West EW:·opeans have been 

striving for thirty years to avoid. A preemptive SOViet 

strike against ;wnerican tactical nuclear forces in Europe 

will lose its risk for the attacker because of the 

threat to escalate to the strate;Jic nuclear level, just 

as a nuclear strike against other west European targets, 

for the first time, becq~e~m_i1itari1y rational. 7 

lWen the multiplicatiOn of, the indigenous nuclear 

forces will not change the scenario. Eumpeans will be 

relying on deterrent fo.roes that can be blunted by Soviet~ 

first strike but cannot retaliate against the soviet. 

targets. Even if Europeans try to penetrate the soviet 

BMD through tacticdl. missiles and other air breathing 

systems, it will not have any significant aeterrent effect 

because of the absence of the threat of American strategic 

m1ssi1 es. 

Again eren if the defensive shield against ballistic 

missile attack were to protect both the United States as 

------------------
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well as its European allies, the situation is not going 

to change significantly. The allies would_,by the mere 

fact of ge::>graphy, remain exposed to tactical and other 

air breathing systems. Conversely, the US would remain 

relatively safe by sheer ge:>graphy aJainst non-ballistic 

missile systems. Thus the core of the extended deterrence, 

the .. shared. vulnerability" between the US ana its allies 

is again absent, thereby putting a big question mark on 

its credibility. 

Since the formation of NATO the no st important 

contribution of us to the ~A.TO alliance has been its 
~· ~ 

'f 

COIIII'Iitment to joint security with its allies. Througho9t 

the post-war period the us military policy has maintained 

an attack on any of its allies as an attack against itself. 

SUch an extension of a nation• s security commitment has 

been made credible by a real solidarity of risks. ~'or the 

last thirty four years, the vulnerability of the United 

states to nuclear attack coupled with her military 

presence in Europe, has manifested this solidarity of risk.. 

Therefore, the extmded nuclear deterrence which has been 

the ex>re of the cohesion of .NA'l'O alliance needs two 

pre-requisites. 

(i) The us mall be vulnerable to a nuclear attack; 

(ii) 'l'he us shall be capable of adding its nuclear power 

to deter an attack on Europe. 
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Howe.rer, if the soviets deJ'elop their own stratSJiC 

defense in response to us• s SDI, and if both have equally 

effective BKJ capabilities, then the two above mentioned 

pre-requisites will be absent and hence the extended 

nuclear deterrence will lose its creaibility. 

The introdUction of stratEgic Defense Initiative in 

the present scenario suggests a fundamental shift from a 

time tested past str ateJ ic concept as well as from the 

basic philosophy of the Alliance itself • For European~ 

the JVnerican strate)ic vision is one more expression of a 

shift in the American world outlook, away from coalition 

pol:ic ies and towards an assertive protected United states 

acting on its own. S 

Finally Christoph Bertram in his strategic Defense 

and the Western Alliance has posed a very siynificant and 

fundamental question. Is it worth risking the future of 

the western alliance for the sake of uncertain and doubtful 

technological promises? Is it worth, on such shaky 

foundations, instilliny in Europeans, the fear that they 

will be left to themselves in the face of Soviet military 

power, and in the Americans the illusion that a European 

8 Ibid. I p.294. 
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war will not profoundly shake their own security1 

It is difficult to pin point a coordinated West 

EUrop~ response to the Reagan .Niministration strate;~ ic 

Defense Initiative. aritain responded unilaterally and 

wanted a bilateral British-USA relationship on SJI.9 i'rance 

attempted a coordinated European response. 10 .Fro put its 

161 s in both a European perspective and a bilateral FIG-US 

relationship. 11 

President Reagan • s speech on 23 March 1983 laying 

down the foundations for SDI came as a complete surprise 

to the British govenlment, which like other NATO allies 

was not consulted before. At first it did not take the 

~dea of SDl very seriously and thought that it ~uld soon 

die. The British officials, who had not been consulted in 

advance, were horrifie:i ••• The basic hope was that as the 

announcement had s:> obviously slipped through the policy 

----------------~ 

9 Rakesh c..iupta, ed~, ~LJ. Aims, IlllRlications SQ,g 
~ (!'lew Delhi, J<muary, 1988), p.101. 

10 Ibid. 

11 Ibid. 
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filter, that the machine would now correct the mistake and 

12 the plan would s:>on die without a trace • The government 

of Prime Minister That~her was pursuing a $ billion moderni

zation prog ramne for the British sea-based independent 

deterrent and consequently the British govemment was coping 

with oomestic political controversy involving its offensive 

force roodernization programne whm the President condemned 

offensive forces rcorally and proposed to make them obsolete. 13 

Thus the British policy towards SDI has had a hesitant and 

eren disjointed look, slow to erne .rg e and not particularly 

Well coordinated when it did appear. 14 

Upto the end of 1985, the Hritish response to· the 

SDI was marked by four features : 

{i) Make no hasty response to the SDI, 

( ii) Give the SUI programme only limited supiX)rt. 

(iii) seek UK • s participation in SDI resea:rch, 

{ iv) Deal with .SUI on a bilateral basis directly with 

the United states. 15 

12 

13 

14 

15 

. . --· 

Lawrence b"'reedman, •The Stlall Nuclear Powers•, in 
Ashton Carter, .uavid Schwertz, eds., ~a1li§S.ic Missile 
~ense_(.~ashington, l984)Vl PP·292-93 • 

. ·Keith B.payne, §t~e..Jic Defense : Star WGE§:....in 
~£..SEect.hT e (Lonoon, 19 86), p.19 7. 

Tre~or Taylor, •aritain' s Response to the strate;J.ic 
JJefence Initiativ e 11

, lnterngtional Affg,irs (London), 
No.2, Spring 1986, p.217. 

Ibid., p. 217 • 
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(i) Make No HastY ~sponse to the SD! ; 

The spring 1984 British uefence rvhite paper indirectly 

criticised the SI.)I since -it asserted the ml e of nuclear 

weapons ana the need for a credible deterrence strategy. 16 

Howerer, an explicit sr itish policy on SUI dia not emerge 

until Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher's visit to washington 

in December 1984. 

There was no pressure to reaet to the SDI because of 

three reas:>ns : 

(i) Since the BMD technology was at its infancy, the SDI 

was taken as a long- term progranme. 'l'he task of Strategic 

Defence Initiative organisation which was created in 1984 

was seen as coordinating the existing resea.rch projects. It 

was a long way to take decision on the deployment of this 

system. 

( ii) The British gov ernmmt was convinced that the ~viet 

Ballistic Missile lJefense which will a:> me up as a response 

to the SDI would not be operational and effective before 

the twenty first century. l.Juring this period, the Trident 

16 statement on the Uefense £Stimates 1984, vol.I, 
{London, HMSO, 1984), cited by ·rre;or Taylor, 
.. .oritain' s rl.esponse to the Strate,Jic uefense Initiative•, 
Internationsl ~fqir s (London) , 1\jo. 2, Spring 1986, 
p.2l8. 
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missile system which the British gove.rnment was procuring 

would remain a credible deterrent. The SDI did not therefore 

threaten the Trident decision in itself, and this eased 

pressure for ·a rapid british response. 

(iii) The SDI had had little popular impact in Britain, 

and with its large parliamentary majority, the government 

was under no substantial domestic pressure either to support 

or to oppose the American progranme.17 

The British refusal to the 60 day deadline for 

response to a formal invitation by Caspar ~einbexger in 

March 1985, to participate in SDl research further proves 

that the British was in no hurry to make the response. 

Though the completion of the participation Cl:J reement on 

6 December 1985 was quite hurried, it was oone on the 

pers:>nal insistence of the ~rime Minister because the Prime 

Minister Mrs. Thatcher wanted to provide ~resident lteagan 

with a firm backing before the r~onvening of the Gen&ra 

Arms Reduction talks in -January 1986.18 

The British response to the sul programme v;as that 

of a qualified support • It can be seen in two major 

17 Taylor, n.l4, p.~tS-~1,. 

18 Ih~uardian, 7 December 1985. 
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instances. The first is the 'four points• agreement reached 

by President Reagan and ,1\"u;-s.'l'hatcher in Decenber 1984. The 

Prime Hinister ~ s. Na.rgaret Thatcher reportedly agreed to 

support the &II under four conditions : 

( l) The us and v~estern aim is not to achiere superiority, 

but to maintain the strategies balance, taking due account 

of the Soviet derelopments. 

( 2) SDI-related a a~ elopment would, in view of treaty 

obligations have to be a matter of n~otiation; 

(3) The overall aim is to enhance rather than undercut 

deterrence; 

( 4) East-••t st n~otic.tion should try to achier e security 

with reduced le.rels of offensive systems on both sides.19 

This implied that 

(a) the strateyic balance should be achiEVed on the 

basis of equality and ~ual security; 

(b) the reduction of the letel of offensive weapons which 

is the ideal of SALT-II; and 

(c) the pur suit of_ SDl within the perspective of arms 

control strategy to further strengthen deterrence. 20 

19 'raylor, n.l4-, p.220. 

20 Gupta, n.9, P•!"Og. 
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These four points left many questions unanswered 

and there were se.reral ambiguities about wnere the line 

between • research' and • der elopment' is to be located; 

whether neJotiations were to be held between the United 

States and its allies or between the United States and ' 

the Soviet Union; whether failure of nEgotiations would 

mean that SDI would not proceed further, and whether 

• deterrence• was to continue to rest on the prospect of 

mutual assured destruction involving nuclear weapons. 21 

The second was the speech of Howe, the Briti::il 

Foreign secretary in March 1985 at the Royal United 

SeJ:Vices Institute in London. He critici~ed the SDI 

programne on the following points ' 

( 1) BMD deploymEorrc could be destabilizing; 

(2) BMD deployment could be overly expensive and 

abs:>rb funding for needed military programmes; 

(3) Bf"iJ deployment would be inconsistent with the SALT-I 

.AbM 'I'reaty ana would threaten the prospects for arms 

control; and 

(4) A. comprehensive defense might be technically 

infeasible. 22 

These two major instances marks the limit which 

Britain wants to impose on its support for the SUI. 

------
21 Taylor, n.l4, p.220. 

22 Payne, n.l3, p.l99. 
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Seek Participation_in SDI Resesx;ch 

Once the B.riti sh yov ernment has g i\1 en a qualified 

support to the Sl.ii p.royramne it was but natural to insist 

on share in the related research. In fact the British 

gov emment was not s:> much interested in acquiring some 

technical knowhow about Ballistic Missile Defence, rather 

it was interested in the technol(XJica1 spin off which 

could be use<i in other military and civilian use. The 

Ministry of uefmse, which led the drive for UK' s partici

pation., once M.r s.'I'hatcher had yiven the qualified SJpport, 

was particularly intt-rested in the rel ~ ance of SDI research 

for other military applications rather than for civilian 

pu.rposes. 23 It was felt in the British circle that the 

participation in the SDI programme woulei provide an opportu

nity to the British technocrat to work at the highest 

sciE-ntific 1 ev el thereby expanding ana enriching the techno

logical base. A related factor was that Britain had ne.rer 

vif>wed the l!.,rench Eureka proposal as a realistic alternative 

means for Europe to develop SiJI technolO<Jies, but in3t€'nd 

had S'.lpported it as a means of establishing a single market 

in Europe for high tB:hnology goods, and for promoting 

more dynamic attitudes to hi.;Jh-risk but ,P<:C entially high

profit near proaucts arrony .E.urope• s inuu str ialists and 

23 Taylor, n.l4, p.222. 
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financers. 24 The British govemment by actiny in ell inter

mediate role, with a vVhitehall ~I participation office 

actiny as a conduit throuyh which WI contracts would flow. 

the British yov ernment oould keep an eye on what was going 

on and perhaps e~en help to protect the interests of British 

companies. 25 British'has recognised the significance of SDI 

spin- off in air defence and talks of air defmce initiative 

(/WI) • 26 

Thus .it was clear that the Br.iti sh policy was clearer 

and rcore decisive on the specific issue of participation 

than it was on SDI as a whole • 

.Q~l nith United State£..,Q.QJ Bilateral Ba~: 

Though other r"ATO allies were 8:iUally interested in 

the technoloy ical spin off from ~J.. proJect, dritain did not 

make a collective front with the other allies to have better 

slice of the cake. Instead it proceeded indiv id.ually and 

wanted a bilateral relationship with the us on this issue. 

The probable reasons for this m~ht be the following : 

( i) Britain was aware of the US concern that rlest Germany 

was a poor ·security risk for high technology. 
, _____ _ 

24 Ibid., p.222. 

25 Ibid. I p. 223 • 

26 Uupta, n.9, p.lll. 
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(ii) Britain thought that by beiny first off the mark, 

it could get some quick contracts and deroon strate to the 

other allies that SDl participation was worthwhile. 

The rui project has posed two questions for Britain, 

both national as well as alliance per npectiv es. While the 

impact of SDI on the feasibility of Trident system was a 

national question, its eff a::t on the security of Western 

Europe had an alliance perspective. -'ihile it was recognized 

that the European views on the participation issue miyht be 

vulnerable, and while Britain went along with inconclusive 

discussions aPout this in the west European Union ( WEU) , 

outright French hostility to SUl made a se~ Sl-nation position 

on the issue difficult, and the German govemment too was 

divided between the views of the Christian Democrats (CDU) 

and the Free Denocrats (l!,D) • 27 Thus Britain \vent on uni

laterally and rought a bilateral relation with USA. 

In fact, the SL>l programne had presented a dilerrma 

for United Kinydom. On the one hana, it was concerned 

about its efl-ect on strate,Jic stability anu European 

security, on the other hand it was 9:IUally interested in 

.its technol~ ical spin off wnich could be put to other 

military ana civilian use. In fact, this dilemma explains 

the chang in~ enphasis of British policy on Wl• 

27 Taylor, n.l4, p.226. 
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~~rman Re5P0nse to the SDI 

Like other European allies, ~~est Germany was also 

not consulteo. before ana cx:>nsEGuently it was taken aback 

by Reayan' s speech on 23 March 1983 on Si.il. 

German response was cautious but n~ative. 28 

'l'h e imn edia t e 
' 

Hans Ruhle, 

the Dire::tor of Planning staff in the Ministry of Defence 

had commented : 

Less positive consequences should aerive 
from the fact that the American President 
links his proposal to a clear critique of 
the basic assumptions and means of existing 
security systan. 'l'his is not chanyed by the 
fact that he considers a transition period 
of at 1 east twenty years necessary, during 
which time the present means of deterrence 
has to be maintained. By ascribing a , 
generally offensive character to nuclear 
missiles and thereby classifying them as 
dangerous and aestabilising, ltl.e thus accepts 
in this respect the essential points of the 
critiques of the dual-track decision in 
Europe 'and thus makes the political reali
zation of this programne more difficul t.29 

'l'he ~,oreign .tv'd.nister, Hans Uietrich Genscher and the 

Minister for Defence, Nanfred warner, had criticized the 

project. In Decemb-er 1983, Genscher was reported to have 

warned Us secretary of state, George Schultz about the 

threat of an arms race in space. 30 

----------------
28 Christoph Bluth, •SI.U : The Challenge to west Germany•, 

~national Aifair~ {LOn<bn), vol.2, spring l986,P.~tt1• 

29 Ibiu., pp.247-248. 

30 Ib .ide 1 Po 248 • 
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The resez:v ation of wvest Germany on the SDI project 

was on the fo11owin:;j count ' 

.First, the United States is often criticized in the 

west European press for an absence of .. sensitivityet to its 

allies ana. the introduction of the Sl.)l was viewed as yet 

another example of this insE!'l sitiv ity. The German Chancellor 

Helmut Kohl was payin<.J a considerable domestic political 

price in implementin~:~ the deployment of u.S INE on its 

territory. .Precisely at this juncture the introduction of 

SDI, with its moral condemnation of nuclear weapons and the 

promise to make them obs::>l ete had strengthen the political 

opponents of the Chancellor. 

secondly, ~est Germany, because of its geographical 

location, is extremely sensitive to the soviet attack. It 

is only because of this concern that it is keeping hundreds 

of thousand of U.S troops on its mainland to deter- a possible 

wv iet attack. Nm1 with the introauction of SDl, Germany 

fears decouplini:J of AJTlerican secur.:it.y witt1 that of the allies. 

Therefore, the Gtrman uefence l".linister, Hanfred ~r!!_er had 

repeatedly warned about the .. Fortress America .. and 

t ed E 
31 unpro ect urope. 

31 vcimes Harkham, .. Bonn is wor riea by U.';) Arms 
rlesearch .. , New York Times, (New York) 14 April, 
1984. 
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Thirdly, West <.;ermany maintains that SDI, instead 

of strengtheniny deterrence by strateJic stability would 

reduce it because it would produce strateyic instability. 

Once the nuclear weap:>n s become obrol ete, the SJv iet Union 

would obviously exploit its conventional superiority over 

NATO. 
32 

However, from mid.-1984 the German stand be)an to 

change. The fol1 owing points appear to be the reason for 

the reorientation of tl1e German position : 

(i) the ..;iUI is a research progra!11Tle, not a deployment 

prog ramne; 

(ii) any move towards aefense would incluae protection 

for us allies; 

(iii) the Soviet union for years has been pursuing energe

tically its H & D proyramne for strateyic defense. 33 

~erhaps them:> st important considet'ation for this 

chan:Je in Gennan stand vias the redlisation of t~hnoloyical 

spin off from sur which could be put to other e::onomic and 

fruitful use. 'l.'h~s is amply O€rronstratea by ...:hancellor 

Kohl in his speech to the Bundestay in 1985 : 

32 ~illiam Broa~ "Allies in Europe Are Apprehensive 
about Benefits of • star ~drs' P lan11

, New Yo_:£Js Times'-
13 May, 1985. 

33 Payne, n.l3, p.l96. 
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In view of the magnitude of iunding with 
which the U.:;;) gov emmGlt plans to support 
its SDI research prograrrme, it is quite 
erident to e.reryone even now that importdnt 
and far-reachi.Il:j .results will be achieved
results whose siynificance, including the 
economic importance, will go ·far beyond the 
sphere of strategic defense. 

we will and must also be interested in 
utilizing research results in our industry 
that will-have revolutionary civi·rian 
apPlication. We must ensure that the Fffi 
and West Europe are not outdistanced 
technoloy ically and thus become second rate. 34 

Chancellor Kohl rejected Weinberger• s 60 aay deadline 

to join SUI research prog ranme and backed coll e::tive west 

European refPonse to the sur programme to be in a better 

bargaining position and to have more influence on US decision 

about development and strategy.. He emphasised that the SDI 

had brought back the SJv iet Union to the negotiating table 

in Genera. Kohl's chief concem was tha.t participation in 

SDI research should not become a technoloyical .. one-way 

str eet 11 which woul a benefit only the United states. 35 

!he Fr~ch~seon~ 

AAOn~ the NA'j'O allies Fran::e has been most critical 

of the cur rrot us BMJ programme. 'l'he initial reaction to 

34 Payne, n.l3, p.l96. 

35 International H~~o ·rr!!?~!a 19 April 1985. 
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Reagan• s 23 March speech on SDI was des::ri.bed by one French 

official as a mixture of scepticism, bewilderment and a 

mild aose of embarrassmmt. 36 They were s::eptical because 

of the doubt of the techno loy ical feasibility and finatx:ial 

roundness of the sor. More::>v er they were concerned al:x:>ut 

the structural chan;J e in the nuci-ear stratEgy 'i.Er. the 

doctrine of deterrence based on M.iill. 'rhey were bewildered 

because they were not consulted and as the sur in a way 

strengthened the Peace Movement and, therefore, questioned 

the very rationale behind the aecision to deploy IN~ and 

TNF in west ~urope. And. they were embarrassed b~ause of 

a naive assumption that the allies would see the benefit 

of depending on .America against strat~ic nuclear missile 

attack much the same way as America and al SJ due to 

additional cost to the French and BI"itish nuclear forces 

resulting from the wv iet response to the American 

prog r arrm e. 

As early as February 1984 the French z>resident 

Ni tter and ex-,t)ressed the desire for a cooperative •European 

Space Community• as the most appropriate an.sWer to the 

'------
36 Benoit d 1 AiJcv ill e, .. A t,ew .Notes on the European 

Attitudes towards the sur, talk presented to the 
East-west Institute, New York, 9 November 1984. 
Cited in John Fenske, •France and the Strate:)ic 
Vefense lnitiativ e : Speeding up or Putting on 
Breaks .. , rnternation2l Affairs (London), vol. 2, 
sprin~ 1986, p.221. 
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military realities of the future : 

we must look beyond the nuclear realm if we 
wish not to fall behind with regard to a 
future closer than is g eoerally belier ed. 
au-ope should be capable of launching a 
manned space station, which will allow us 
to ob ser.v e, to transmit, and thus to take 
action ~ ainst any menace ••• then Europe 
will have taken a big step towards its own 
defence.. • • A European Space Comnunity 
would be to my thinking the 100 st appropriate 
response to the military realities of 
toiOOrrow.37 

The next important incident in the series which 

reflected the Fren::h attitude towards SDI came in June 

1984 at the Disarmament ~onference in ~Jenera. The French 

ambassacX>r reiteratei his government• s faith in nuclear 

deterrence and the ABl'1 Treaty. He said : 

A situation in which each of the two main 
powers sought to render its territory 
completely invulnerable, that is, to escape 
all reprisals while at the same time being 
uncertain ~ f suo:: ess, would be full of 
dangers ••• 8 

he also proposed an international conference to 

discuss four points ' 

37 John Fenske, .. France and the strate.Jic Defence 
Initiative 1 Speediny up or Putting on Breakers .. , 
!E~2.:!:ionC}l A£fair~ (Lond:m), No.2, Spring 
1986, p.223., 

38 Ibid., p.233. 
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{i) Anti- Satellite k'ieapon ( ASAI) restrictions, 

especially concerning high orbits; 

( ii) A ban on the testing ana d.e~ elopment of directed 

energy weapons, for an initial period of five years 

{thus brinying them explicitly within the purview of 

the A.Bl1 Treaty, \ihich mentions • ABM systems based on 

other physical principles• in Agreed statement D); 

(iii) strengthening of registration and verification 

provisions of the 14 June 1975 UN ,.;onvention on Outer

Space objects; 

(iv) Extension of the bilateral United states-Soviet 

agreement on the inviolability of reconnaissance sate

llites {the national technical means of verification 

Article X[ I, AaM 'l'reaty) • 39 

since the ~I had more or less the same military 

and political fall out on Britain and West Germany, 

France from early 1985 onwards started exploring the 

possibilities of a conmon :t.uropean front to handle the 

current us .tl.MD progranme. 1'1oreover, it became louder in 

its criticism a}:x)ut the technological, scienti fie and 

economic threat posed by the American research programme. 

----------------
39 Ibid., p. 23 3. 
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It encouraged the British and west Germans to form an 

intra-European front to deal with SDI. But before this 

intra- European reflection coula prodUce results, Mr •~einberg er 

wrote his famous letter of 26 March 1985, offering the 

alliance to participate in the .SUI project and asking for 

their response within 60 days. 

Within a month of Mr. weinbeLg er• s letter, F ranee 

proposed as a quasi-alternative to the SDI, a European high 

technology, space-oriented research effort labeled as 

• Eureka'. Eureka is a near acronym for European Research 

Coordination Agency. 19 European states have agreed to 

de.relop cooperatively many of their non-military high-

technology ventures. The ~Jest European response to embark 

on this joint venture has been three fold : 

(i) Recpupliny its gl<::ba.l trading position in high 

technology; 

(ii) transforminy the weak, fragmented national 

economies into more of a single, strong internal 

market; and 

(iii) ref!e:::ting over President Reagan• s SDI plan, and 

its implications for Europe<Jn dependency on USA 

and a second-class status. 40 

-------
40 Bierr~Henri Laurent, .. Eureka or the Technological 

Renaissance of Europe .. , WaS}inQton Quarterly, 
winter 1987, vol.lO, No.l, p.ss. 
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In fact the driving force behind this jo!;nt endeavour 

of European countries was the realisation that an individual 

European power is no match for the gigantic American and 

Japanese trade field· They corre:::tly realised that in 

order to have a say in the world market, they have to pool 

their scientific ana industrial talent and put a comnon 

front against the Japanese and the American challenge. A 

comroon front would yive them a better bargaining power. 

They have proclaimed that heavy doses of cooperation within 

Europe, rather than competition, will result in their 

r 6J aining world market. 

In fact, the current American BMD prograrrune had a 

direct bearing on the wolution of Eurceka. 'l'he list of 

interests as areas initially selected for Eureka resembles 

the fundamental research objectives of the SDI : optical 

electronics, super-computer lasers and particle beams, 

artificial int ellig enc e and high- speed micro electronics, 

etc. 

'1'he J:"'rench initiative towards cbwngrading the role 

of SDI stems from two factors : 

( i) The barriers to European participation in SDI 

increased substantially during 1985-1986, and France became 
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more wa;ry about the size and numbers of us contracts. The 

latest estimate suygests that between 1" to 2% SDI contracts 

will cross the Atlantic.Britain has received rrost of the 

SDI rroney goiny to Europe. some $34 million, according to 

the UK Ministry of Defense. Of this sum (about $ 24 million) 

has gone to industrial firms and the rest to university 

research groups and government la):x)ratories. France is 

number two in SDI re:=eipts, with contracts totalling al:x>ut 

$ 5 million. The figures for Italy have not been stated, 

but they are belie~~ ed to be no roore than a few million 

dollars• For west Germany, the sums are minuscule- a mere 

$ 50,000 accorainy to the German Foreign 1'-'d.ni stry. 41 

(i i) Eureka, not .SUI, appeared to contribute directly to 

the needed major internal revolution that would diminish 

and finally annihilate national partitions and structural 

rigidities. It would work to break the barriers to European 

economic growth, new jobs and. trade power. 

Eureka from birth was destined to stay as close as 

possible to the civili<ln market place. Yet, as External 

Relations Minister .Holand Dumas himself admits, this goal 

should not impede the use of results from F.ureka for 

42 military purposes. 

41 Current New§, 23 July 1987, p.44. 

42 Fenske, n.37, p.235. 
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In May 1985 during the Bonn E=onomic Sumnit, 

.President Mitterand rej~ted French participation in the 

SOl • Mitterrand said at a ne\>~s conference that Europeans 

should concmtrate on their own research prograrrme rather 

than •wasting their tal rot on a non-European undertaking•. 43 

During the June 1985 spriny meeting of NATO foreign 

ministers in Portugal the United States hopa:i to acquire 

NATO endor sernent for the SUI but gave up be=ause of stiff 

French opposition. 44 

The French have rejected the .::.Ul on grounds generally 

parallel to those of the Germans, British and American 

crl tics of the programme. They maintain that the SDI would 

threatEil to upset the stability of deterrence by retaliatory 

nuclear threat and would lead to an iS>lationist America 

unconcerned aJ;>out EUropean security. They are alro worried 

because the increased ct-W deployment by the &Jv iet Union 

would d61r a de the French independent deterrent and compel 

them to take offensive rountermeasures. They have als:> 

criticised the SUI for being, potentially, the means of 

es::alating the arms race, which will lead to the militari-

zation of spac e• 

------
4 3 Broad, n .32# 

44 John Goshko, "NATO SUpport for SUI Blocked by France•, 
~.§!!ipyton ~os~ (•shinyton) 7 June, 1985. 
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Finally, the .Fren:h apPear to perceive the SDl 

as an a.rr~g ernent, wherein the us would dominate western 

Europe in the area of high techoology. ACcording to the 

French, the SDl would relegate Europeans to the role of 

subcontractors' to the United states. The French fear 

that such an arrangement would deny the E;uropeans full 

access to the potential civilian technological benefits 

of SJ.)l. The anticipated role of • SJb-contractor• also 

appears to be an affront to .t""'rench prestige and national 

independence. Asked about his refusal to participate in 

SDl, President MittS" rand reported a conversation ·he had 

with President Reagan ; "SUbcontractor s•. 'I'hat is the 

word l heard. The word was said in English. lt confirmed 

my intuit ions". 45 

After the 1986 elections Jacques Chirac said in 

september 1986, "so long as we are ·faced with the excessive 

arms buil6-up of the two super powers and imbalance of the 

conv mti.onal forces in Europe, our security will involve 

the nuclear strata::J ic deterrence... This obei ssance to 

nuclear deterrence is followed by the caution on ~Ul thus, 

.. ln that respect, one must adopt, with re.Jard to the 

StrQteJic Defense Initiative, the re~onsible, clear ci.ghted 

45 Fenske, n.37, p.236. 
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attitude of a countty which has no intention of mak~ 

its decisions aocor~ to the dictates of others•. 46 

However. the French GoveLUment is concerned about 

the technological challell9e presented by SDI. Though 

they do not expect to receive a large share of SDI "WOrk 

and believe that the strict us rtrJUlations limiting 

technOlOC"JY transfer and the pressure upon Co119ress to 

spEnd US dollars in Mlf&'ica will prevent them from reaping 

significant financial benefits. Yet .SOl is attractive 

to them because of the new fields of research involved. 

ENen snall contracts involving cooperation with us finns 

would yield valuable technolo;,ical advances. Defense 

analysts and experts in high technol~y research believe 

that ~~Dre active participation in SDI reseaz:ch ~uld be 

essential if France wants to maintain its high profile in 

d.v 11 as well as military fields. The French are also 

interested in possible spin.-offs for the civilian sector 

of thei.r economy a advances in electmnics. telecontnUnica

tions, software. h~h speed computers and artificial 

intell ~ence. l.'hif. concern is well dem:mstrated in Jacques 

Chirac• s speech of Septent>er 1986 a 

------
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Ne.rertheless, the advances that will come in 
space and other technolcgies, particularly 
w1 thin SDl and in many other European fr arne
works in which we are playing a noteworthy 
part, will s:>oner o.r later lead to an 
elfolution of concepts and weapons. France 
is duty bound to remain vigilant ' on pain 
of being left on the sidelines of techno
logical progress and possibly falliny behind
which would ultimately make her more 
vu1ner able - she must pay the greatest 
attention to maintaining the reasons and 
manufacturing capabilities of French industry 
in all the high-technoloyy se::tors.47 

Thus the French officials and analysts insist on the need 

to 11 decouple11 thinking about the long term military 

dimension of SDI from the nearly imnediate challenge to 

the scientific, techno leg ical and economic future of France. 

we may concluae that inspite of the reservations 

of the alliance partner on technical, strate:1 ic and 

political grounds, they have not all together rejected the 

idea as bogus and nonsense. 'lbe following are the 

incentives to join the project. 

1) Participation in the SDI will ensure that the high-

technology 'gap• between the United States and Europe does 

not widen. The consideration of advanced technoloyy and 

access to the potential civilian • spin-off s of SDI research 

4 7 Ibid., p.lO. 
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appears to provide an extremely strong incentive for 

participation in the WI. EVen if effective defenses are 

ne.rer achieved, the civilian benefits in computer, tele

comnunications and laser technology coula be tranendous. 

~A'l'O- EUrope ooes not want to be excluded from SICh civilian 

comnen::ial benefits result.ing from major high-tECh 

research programs. 

2) The SDI has proved helpful in the arms control process. 

The allies sincerely believe that the SDI brought the 

Soviets back to the ne;;otiating table following their Nov ember 

1983 walkout and thus it can provide arms control leverage. 

3) Finally, yet another incentive to participate in SDI 

project is that it will ensure a long term allied voice in 

matters cone erning BMD deployment. 
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CONCLUSION 

President Rec;Gan' s star wars speECh unfolding his 

plans for a new defense strate;Jy that will alter the 

basic concepts of nuclear strategy developed over the 

past three decades ts ~s historic as Sir winston Churchill's 

1946 Fulton ·speech of "iron curtain" ufhering in the Cold 

war, and President Kennedy's Proclamation of us determina

tion to land a man on the noon. Neither of the earlier 

speeches, however, had the ominous implications for humanity 

l that Reag an• s announcement has • 

SDI represents a shift from Mutual Assured Destruction 

(MAD) to Mutual assured survival (HAS) which signifies a 

change from deterring a nuclear war to waging, winning and 

surU.iv ing one. Colin s.Gray dev ~loped the Mutual Assured 

Survival perspective. He says that for the last two decades 

the US has been dependent on the latent nuclear threat, but 

the AJllerican society has S"lown little inclination to think 

beyond pre-v1ar deterrence, let alone to invest large 

resources in a capd.bility to prevail in, s..uvive and recover 

2 from nuclear war • Criticising the ooctrine of ITl.ltual 

------
l K • SUbr ahman yam, "'rh e Star wars Delusion", in st ev en 

AAzovi.n, ed., The .5tgr wa;:s Debgt~L. vol.S8, No.1, 
(New York, 1986), p.189. 

2 Col~ S.Grey, "StratEgic Stability .H.econsidered", 
u.s.uefense .t>olicy in the 1980 s", Daedalus, 
Fall 1980, p. 143. 
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deterrence, based on the idea of mutual assured destruction, 

Edward Teller said, .. MAD was a ridiculous plan • •• based on 

the idea that the two countries would hold each other• s 

population hostage, that we would not protect or defend our 

3 
people against a nuclear attack ... 

The process of shifting from a doctrine of mutual 

deterrence based on the idea of mutual assured destruction, 

to one of actually fighting a nuclear war bt3;1an with US 

Defence secretary James SChlesinger in 1974. President 

Reagan is further reinforciny- the concept of nuclear fighting 

'by an. attempt to dev eloiJ a capability to destroy the warheads 

after they are launched. Until now both sides had only 

swords to fight with, but now one side is proclaiming its 

intention to acquire a shield. 4 

Reagan administration has time and again emphasised 

that the ~I projec1:. is intended to make a shift from 

offence to • defense dominated' world· Howe.r er, it rEqUires 

either of the two pre-requisites ; 

(i) A defensive technol~y that was s:> robust and cheap 

that counter measure or an offensive build up would be 

3 Robert s:heer, ~ EnouQh Shovel~ (New York, 1982), 
p.l04. 

4 Subr ahrnanyam, n.l, p.l89. 
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futile; 

(ii) or a political cli.mate that would engender arms 

control agreements of unpreceo.ented scope. Unfortunately 

neither of these two conditions is in sight. 

The SJ.)l, in order to be effect iv e should h av e SJme 

weapon which would penetrate the atmosphere in order to 

destroy the offence in its boost-phase itself. Once this 

technological breakthrouyh is made, according to experts 

it will not be difficult to slightly increase the r~e and 

destroy the y round-based targets. ln fact the development 

of a space based so-callea 'o.efensiv e shield' with 

offensive capability will further enhance the first strike 

capabilities of the US strate.JiC nuclear forces. This may 

be perhaps one of the many reasons for President's .tteagan• s 

backing out of the earlier promise of sharing the SDI 

technol~y with the USS.t<. 

If we assume that all tec:hnical problems are solved 

and a leak proof system is poss.ible, the United states 

wauld find itself in a position of overwhelming strate.JiC 

superiority, defendeo. ana still retaining its offensive 

capabilities. '£he &::>viet Union would be left with a 

largely useless offenslve force which could not penetrate 

to the target. The result woulu be that the Soviet Union 

~ith its offcnsiv e nuclear forces, would be placed in a 
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dilemma of •use them or nerer use them' during the deploy

ment stcge. LOJical reafOniny dictates that the soviet 

Union might be tempted to attack before the system becomes 

operational, because it knows that its forces would be 

impotent once deployment was complete and as a result the 

us would gain ov erwhelminy strategic superiority. Thus 

the proposed SDI project could provoke an armed conflict 

between the super powers e.ren before it becomes operational. 

-
One of the principal factors leading to the ABM 

accord was a conclusion reachea by both. the super powers 

that the then existing tEChnoloyy did not offer the 

prospect of a robust ballistic missile defenses. As a 

result, both were concerned that deployment of relativ;ely 

ineffective ABl1 systems on either side could prolfilt a 

proliferation of offensive nuclear forces, an action-

reaction cycle that would result in hiyher lEYels of 

offensive arms. Therefore, both the super powers riyhtly 

felt that an agreed limit on A.Bl"l systems would put constrairi 
.. 

and reduce the offensive ballistic missile forces. The 

A.Bl1 Treaty explicl.tly prohibits rSJional and nationwide 

ballistic missile uefcnces. lt permitted the deployment 

of only 100 interceptors either arouna national capitctl or 

desi~nated ICBM complex-
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The Star wars project ooes not abrogate this 

inescapdble strate;~ic logic in the sliyhtest. By 

int.roducing some measure of certainty into us and Soviet 

military planning, the treaty has weakened the logic for 

upgrading offrosive capabilities. Thus the star war 

project would trigger an arms race of an unprecedented 

nature because in the event of both the super powers 

possessiny a Ballistic Nissile uefmce, lthough the SOViets 

tend to follow the American 1 ead in the arms race, they 

always catch up) they would try to increase their offensive 

forces in order to penetrate the a<Nersary• s sheild. This 

would make the strateyic balance nore precarious than it 

is today. 

Yes, we have witnessed a quantW(rl jwnp in both the 

super powers offensive weapons since the signing of the 

Aal1 treaty but to a large extent the responsibility for 

this lies with the us. 1'1IRV s are conceived as an ideal 

counter-measure to Bd.llistic Nissile l)efense ana in the 

1iy-ht of the reas:>ning of rilll"l 'l' reaty, it should have been 

a}:)andoned with the siyniny of the AI3M Treaty. Ne.rertheless 

the us aia not try to ne:Jotiate a ban on 1-"'liRV s. In splte 

of warnin~:~ from scientific cofilllunity ana the Arms 

~ontrol anci Vi sarrnament AY ency lACl.JtV that MIRV s in the 

lony- run would be aav antd'::l eou s to the soviet Union because 

of their large ICHM force, and consequently would undermine 
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the strate.~ic balance, the .Nixon administration wmt ahead 

with Nl.J.N testiny and deployment, thereby assuring that the 

soviets would follow suit. The United States be:~an 

dePloyiny Ml.rtVs in 1970, five years ahead of the soviets 

and by the end of the decade it had increased its strategic 

warheads from 4,000 to 9,000; the soviets rooved from fewer 

than 2,000 to around 5,000 strate:;~ic waz:heads during the 

same period. 5 

President Reagan's Strategic Uefense Initiative 

programne directJ. y challenge the strategic premises on 

which the world has avoided a nuclear holocaust for the 

last three decades. The notion of strategic stability is 

the product of tile concept of Mutual Assured Uestruction, 

i.e. the p1llar of the ct:>ctrine of Mutual Deterrence. It 

grew out of the realisation that given the morrrous 

destructive power of both the roper powers, they cannot 

afford to risk a nuclear war because in the process both 

will get destroyea. Both the supeL powers have the 

potential to inflict an Wlacceptable aaffi:ige on its adVersary. 

Thus the realisation of the mutual vulnerability to an 

5 Peter A.Clausen, .. ~I : In search of a Mission .. , in 
Zbigniew Brezezinski, ed., Ef~se or Peril; Th~ 
gra~c Defense Initiati~ (~ashington D.C.1986), 
p.l70. 
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unacceptable limit has deterred each from launching a 

nuclear strike. 

Therefore, according to the concept of lvlltual Assured 

Destruction the vUlnerability of populations and the invul

nerability of retaliatory forces would contribute to 

stability. Conversely, any attempt to break out of this 

hostage relationship- either by protecting one's population 

or by acquiring the capability to carry out a disarming 

strike against the other would be destabilizing. 

'l'he only aim of the SOl is not merely to protect 

the United ~tates and its allies from the incoming ballistic 

missiles. It has cel.-tair. other ulterior ootives as well. 

These have been well brouyht out in ••Hiyh frontier : A 

New National StratEgy", published in February 1982, by 

the Heritage Foundation, a U.s. right wing think tank. It 

has pointed out three major objectives; 

(i) lt will confront the U~li. with precisely the rort 

of armammts conpetition that the ~viet leadership no st 

fears. 

(ii) It will severely tax, perhaps to the point of 

d1. sruption, the already strained soviet techno loy ical 

and industrial rerources. 

(iii) And it will seriously threaten the very foundations 

of the strategic structure the U~ has built at great 
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cost over the past twenty years. 6 

Thus one of the principal objectives of the SDI 

is to engage the soviets in sophisticated annament race of 

an unprecedented scale and to wreck the relatively weaker 

~viet economy by bleeding the fi:JV iets white. 

'.rhe ~resident seems to have ignored the conclusion 

of James Fletcher ~lllllittee .Report which says that the 

ultimate utility, effectiveness, CX)st, CX)mplexity and 

degree of technical risk in this system will depend not 

only on the technology, but al s::> on the extent to which the 

.soviet Union either a.9'r~es to mutual defEnse arrangements 

or offmsive limitations.7 The Strate:~ic uefense Initiative 

project deludes the public into thinking that the solution 

to the aual problem of nuclear weapons and troublesome 

adv ei: sary can be resolved by new weapons system, rather 

than by politicdl means. 

viv en the technological feasibility of a leak proof 

ballistic missile defence, an impermeable shield is not 

possible. Yet in the name of this fantasy, a confrontation 

6 ~ubr ahmanyam, n.l, p.190. 

7 David B.Rivkin, .. ~at Does 1-bscow '.lbink", in Staren 
Anzovin, ect., _!he sta~ars DEbate~ vol.58, No.1, 
(New York, 1986), p.200. 
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is being forced upon the soviet Union and that too whm 

a very fle.xible 1 eader ship is in power. The present 

leadership means serious business and small concessions 

on the &>-called Ballistic lVdssile Uefence project might 

lead to deep cuts of an enormous nature. Moreover, NATO 

is beiny plagued by seJ ere tensions • 

.~:!'aced with 100untiny criticism, the us administration 

spokesman has said that the SUI prograrnne is just a 

research effort and that no decision to deploy will be 

made for many years. Hower er, there is no precedent for 

a ~ 26 billion, five-year military researc..lt progranme 

without any commi. tment to deployment. As Hans A.Bethe 

and his fel~ow- scient.:'q~ts have warned, such a project will 

acquire an 'institut.ionaJ. momentum'. i1hen a trillion 

dollars is waved at the US aerospace industry, the project 

will rapidly acquire a life of its own, independent of 

its public justifications. Sir Geoffrey Howe has also 

noted that • research may acquire an unstoppable rromenturn 

of its own•. 

·In its ideological expression Strate;Jic Defence 

Initiative is the ultimate decomposition of deterrez:ce 

theory and the attemvt by the us nuclear ideologists to 

return to the womb of Hiroshima. since the Soviets acquired 

nuclear parity with the us, the us has always been panicky 
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and fretful. Since then, the US had t.ried to steal a 

nuclear supe.riority over the vSS&<.. · The SDI is yet another 

manifestation of the Us quest to re;Jain that nuclear 

roonofOlY of the past (1945-50) when the U~ was armed with 

a nuclear bomb while others were not. Let us aboli Eh the 

other's bomb ~ Let us arm us with an impermeable shield~ 

Let us once again be able to threaten a world which cannot 

retaliate t This is no exayyeration. In fact Caspar 

weinberger testified before the Senate Armed services 

Committee 1984 ; 

If we can yet a system which is effective 
and which we know can rmder their 
weapons impotent, we could be back in a 
situation we were in, for example, when we 
were the only nation with a nuclear weapon.a 

'l'hu s we may conclude that the effectiveness of the 

so-called Ballistic Missile Defense would be uncertain and 

would make the strate.JiC stability roore prec<:irious than 

what it is todaY• Both sides would expand their offEnsive 

forces to guarantee full confidence in their ability to 

penetrate defenses of unknown reliability. Moreover, the 

--------
8 E.P. Thompson and Benthompson, Star ~ars : S€il 

Destruc~lncorporgted (London, 1985), p.65. 
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incentive to strike first in a crisis situation would be 

much ~rore than what it is now. It would reduce the 

chances of controlling er mts in a crisis and possibly 

provoke the nuclear attack it was desiyned to pre~ent. 

A nuclear holocaust will become unavoidable resulting in 

planetary destruction. 

'!'here will ne.Ter be an impermeable shield against 

nuclear e.r il. There is -- and there has been for forty 

years-- only one shield again ,st. chaos; and pitifully 

weak and yet romehov1 indestructibl.e shield, the human 

conscience. lt is as full of holes as a sieJ e, but it 

has held out chaos for forty years. It is time to put 

it in .repair. 9 

~ ... ____ _ 
9 Ibid • ., p.67. 



The Conclusion of President Reagan• s 
March -23, 1983, speech on Defense 
SJ?endipg and DeU!l.§J:Vf Tes;;bnology 

tWPendi>G- I 

Now, thus far tonight I've shared with you my thoughts 

on the pro~t!llls of national security we must face together. 

My ptedecess:>rs in the O!lal Office have appeared before you 

on other occasions to des::ribe the threat posed by soviet 

po-w·er and have proposed steps to address that threat. But 

since the adl7ent of nuclear weapons, those steps have been 

increasingly dirs:ted toward .deterrence of aggression through 

the promise of retaliation. 

This approach to stability tbro\¥1h offensive threat 

has worked. We and our allies have succeeded in preventing 

nuclear war for more the1n three decades. In recent DDnths, 

howerer, rq advisers, includiog in particular the joint Chiefs 

of staff, have underscored the necessity to break out of a 

future that relies SJlely on offensive retaliation for our 

se::urity. 

CNer the course of these discussions, I've become 

JDJre and aDre deeply cow inced that the human spirit 1111st 

be capable of rising abov.e dealing with other nations and 

human beings by threatening their existence. F eelincJ this 

waY, I belie~e we must thoroughly examine fNery opportunity 

for reducing tensions and for introducing greater stabUity--
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into the strategic calculus on both sides. 

One of the aost important contributions we can make 

is, of cours~ to lower the level of all arms. and particu

larly nuclear arms. we• re mgaged right now in se.teral 

neJotiations with the &Jv iet Union to bring about a mutual 

reduction of weapons. I will report to you a week from 

tomorrow my thoughts on that score. But let me just say, 

I'm totally committed to this course. 

If the soviet Union will join with us in our effort 

to achieve major arms reduct~n, we will have succeeded in 

stabilizing the nuclear balance. Serertheless, it will 

still be necessary to rely on the specter of retaliation, 

on mutual threat. And that• s a sad co111nentary on the human 

condition. Wouldn't it be bettet' to save lives than to 

avenge then1 Me we not capable of demcnstra.tirlg our peaceful 

intentions by applyillg all our abilities and our ingenuity 

to achiwing a truly lastin9 stab1lity1 I think we are. 

Indeed. we must. 

After carefUl consultation with my ad\Tist:e s. including 

the Joint Chiefs of ~aff, I beliere there is a way. , Let 

me &h~e with you a vision of the future which offers hope. 

It is that we eDbark on a pr~ram to counter the awesome 

Soviet missile threat with measures that are defensive. Let 
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us turn to the very strengths in technology that spawned 

our great industrial base and thcit have given us the quality 

of life we enjoy today. 

What if free people coUld live secure in the knowledge 

that their security <lid not rest upon the threat of instant 

u.s. retaliation to deter a f:IJv iet attack, that we could 

intercept an<l destroy strat~ic ballistic missiles befor~ 

they reached our own soil or that of our allies? 

I know this is a fo rmi<labl e, technical task, one that 

may not be accomplished before the end of this century. Yet, 

current technology has attained a lwel of sophistication 

where it's reasonabl~ for us to bEgin this effort. It will 

take years, probably decades of effort on many front s• There 

will be failures and setbacks, just as there Will be succ

es•a and breakthroughs. And as we pn:>ee€~ we 1r11st remain 

constant in preserving the nuclear deterrent and maintaining 

a solid capability for flexible response• But isn't it worth 

etery investment necessary to free the world from the threat 

of nuclear war? We know it is. 

~n the meantime, we will continue to pursue real 

reduction a in nuclear apns, negotiating from a position of 

strength that can be ensured only by DDdernizing our strategic 

forces. At the same time_ we uust take steps to reduce the 

ri ac of a oonventional military conflict escalating to 

nuclear w~ by improving our non-nuclear capabilities. 
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Maerica Q:)e s possess -- now -- the techno loy ies to 

attain very si~nificant improvements in the eff ectiv ene&s 

of ouc conventional. non-nuclear forces. Proceeding boldly 

with these new technologies. we can significantly reduce 

any incctive that the SOviet Union may have to threaten 

attack against the United States or its allies. 

As we pursue our goal of defensive techDOlogies, we 

recognize that our allies rely upon our strateqic offensive 

power to deter attacks against them. Their vital interests 

and ours are inextricaPly linked. Their safety and ours 

are one. And DO cbaD'jJe in technology can or will alter that 

reality. We must and shall continue to honour our commitments. 

I clearly recognize that defensive systems have 

lilllitations and raise certain problans and ambiguities. If 

paired with offensive systems. they can be viewed as fostering 

an aggressive policy. and no one wants that• But with these 

considerations firmly in min~ l call upon tbe scientific 

connunity in our country, those who gave us nuclear weapons, 

to tum their great talents now to the cause of mankind 

and world peace, to give us the means of rendering these 

nuclear weapons impotEilt and obsolete. 

Tonight, consistent with our obligations of the ABM 

treaty and recognizing the need for closer consultation with 

our allies. I'm taking an important first step.l am directing 
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a comprehensive and intensive effort to define a lor¥]-term 

research and development programne to begin to achieve our 

ultimate goal of eliminating the threat posed by strateqic 

nuclear missiles. This oould pave the way for arms control 

measures to eliminate the weapons themselves. we seek 

neither military superiority nor political advantage, Our 

only pu~:pose -- one all people share -- is to search for 

ways to reduce the d&n;Jer of nuclear war. 

My fellow Meric'ans. tonight we•re launching an 

effort which holds the p.romise of changing the course of 

human histo~:y. There will be ridts. and results take time. 

But I believe we can do it. As we cross this threshol~ 

1 ask for your prayers and your support. 

Thank you, goOd night, and God bless you. 

Note' The President apoke at 8.02 p.m. from the Oval Office 
at the White House. The a<kiress was broadcast live on 
nationwide radio and television. 

Poll<>WiD;J his renarks. the President met in the White House 
with a number of adml.nistration officials, including members 
of the Olibinet, the White House staff, and the Joint Chiefs 
of staff, and fomer officials of past aaninistrations to 
discuss the aairess. 

source 1 Ballistic Missile Defence Technology, Congress 
ot the United states, Office of Technology 
Assessment, washington D.c., 1985, pp.297-298. 
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